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ABSTRACT
No Other Way:
Improving the Spirituality of Lay Leadership in a Local United Methodist Church by
Instituting a Regular Personal Devotional Life in the Wesleyan Context
by
Timo Olavi Karvonen
The key to Christian ministry is the spirituality of each individual believer.
Spirituality is here defined as one's personal relationship to God. Jesus makes this very
clear in his teachings in the New Testament. In chapters 5, 6, and 7 in the Gospel of
Matthew, Jesus shows how to live a personal spiritual life that affects the individual and
the world.
You are the salt of the earth [emphasis mine]. But if the salt loses its
saltiness, how can it be made salty again? It is no longer good for
anything, except to be thrown out and trampled by men. You are the light
of the world [emphasis mine]. A city on a hill cannot be hidden. Neither
do people light a lamp and put it under a bowl. Instead they put it on its
stand, and it gives light to everyone in the house. In the same way, let
your light shine before men [emphasis mine], that they may see your
good deeds and praise your Father in heaven. (Matt. 5:13-16)
I believe Christian leaders focus too often on programs and statements at the
general level while trying to improve the ministry of the Church. Setting goals and
choosing programs for the ministry is, of course, important. Goal setting and programs
alone do not improve ministry if they do not reach individuals and set their hearts afire
for the ministry that they are called to do. Like Jesus, the early Church in the book of
Acts attests to the importance of one's spirituality. The book ofActs says, "They devoted
themselves to the apostles' teaching and to the fellowship, to the breaking ofbread and to
prayer" (Acts 2:42). Later on, the early Church fathers and church reformers were deeply
aware that if spirituality is to be found within the Church it needs first to be found in the
hearts of individuals who are responsible for ministry (Wesley, "Wesley's Use" 63).
The father ofMethodism, John Wesley, was deeply committed to the idea of
personal spirituality (Wesley's 52 339). John Wesley particularly emphasized the
importance of spirituality in the life of lay ministers. In early Methodism, local Methodist
societies were led by lay leaders who were instructed to maintain their personal spiritual
life daily. As in the beginning. United Methodist ministry today and leadership of the
local church are based on laity and clergy cooperation. This cooperation between clergy
and laity is an important theological viewpoint within worldwide Methodism.
United Methodist annual conferences and districts provide continuing education
for clergy. One of the most important goals for district superintendents is to take care of
the spiritual formation training for their pastors in the district. During the year several
different types of training opportunities for clergy are offered by the conference and the
district, however, little spiritual training is offered for local lay leaders, especially for
those serving in small membership churches.
This dissertation defends the view that spiritual formation instruction for lay
leaders, based on a Wesleyan model, makes a difference in churches that employ it. The
Bible, prayer, Holy Communion, Christian conferencing, and fasting are still basics for
personal spirituality. If spirituality is to be found within the Church, it needs to be found
first in the hearts of those who are responsible for ministry. "There is no other way," as
John Wesley writes in his letters (103).
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CHAPTER 1
OVERVIEW OF THE STUDY
The Problem
Today people live in what can be called "a seminar generation." IfChristians
want to avoid or solve problems within ministry, whether a lack ofprayer, counseling,
evangelism, holiness, or discipleship, they are accustomed to organizing a weekend
seminar to take care of the dilemma. Many times in board meetings of different churches,
someone will bring up an issue encouraging fellow board members by saying, "We
should do something" in order to get people praying more, doing more evangelism, doing
more effective counseling, or becoming real disciples ofChrist. One will usually get a
standard answer for addressing these issues. After making a list of spiritual needs within
the congregation, people will most likely hear that their church has already had a seminar
just some months ago taking care of the problem. Supposedly, therefore, since a seminar
was held nothing should be lacking, and people should be satisfied and forget all the
possible problems in that part of the ministry. The information given in the weekend
seminar covered all the limitations they believed they had.
After spending more than twenty years in fiill-time service in a local church, and
most of the time in a large membership church, my experience has been that today's
Christians are a weekend-seminar generation. They believe overwhelmingly in
informative training that helps to avoid and solve all the possible problems and
limitations that the congregation has. People try to solve personal spiritual problems only
at the general level. According to my pastoral experience, most of the limitations and
problems within the congregation are deeply personal spiritual problems and a
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consequence of a weak personal spiritual life. Christians too often believe that weekend
seminars or training at a general information level will give all the answers for
developing a life of devotion, but they do not. However, the limitations ofweekend
seminars does not mean that a place or need for different kinds of seminars does not
exist. A need for seminars that teach and give training about many different matters in the
Christian community is present. One night and weekend seminars too often operate only
at a general level without focusing on a plan for a sustained life of authentic spirituality.
Usually, the lack of a personal spiritual life and the lack ofmaintaining one's
spiritual life are behind every general problem in the local church. Training that operates
only at the general level will never manage to put one's heart right with God. Training
that operates only at an informative level will never fix problems that are deeply spiritual
and personal as well. A rich, personal, devotional life focuses on strong relationship with
Jesus Christ. This relationship becomes the defining relationship for one's life. People
who have rich devotional lives also sense a call fi'om the Lord into ministry. They see
themselves as God's people for a particular time and place. This point of view gives them
a deep purpose for their entire lives.
Theological Basis for the Study
This dissertation was an examination of the role of spirituality in the life of lay
leaders. A Wesleyan model defended as a means of grace in empowering the spirituality
of lay leaders and the local congregation. To John Wesley, spirituality was a deeply
personal matter emphasizing a personal relationship with God. This relationship was to
be regularlymaintained by means of grace according to the Wesleyan spiritual formation
model.
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Ecumenical and Wesleyan Context
Spiritual formation as a concept is also a part of the ecumenical movement. The
Bible, prayer. Holy Communion, and fasting are generally well-known instruments in
maintaining personal spirituality. The ecumenical world along with early Church teachers
put spirituality together with ministry task within the Church. To maintain personal
spirituality is to maintain and to improve spiritual ministry within the church. A personal
spiritual formation plan offers a plan for the churchministry in which one is involved.
Li his article "Ora et Labora," Geoffrey Wainwright compares two traditions, the
Benedictines and the Wesleyans, at prayer and at work. Explaining the monastic pattern
about this issue, he says the following:
In the words of St. Isidore of Seville, stimulated by Psalm 28: "To pray
without working is to lift up one's heart without lifting up one's hand; to
work without praying is to lift up one's hands without lifting up one's
heart; therefore it is necessary both to pray and to work." (101)
John Wesley could sign this statement. He says if one does not maintain a daily spiritual
life, one is a "trifler in all his days" (Letters 103). In speaking these words, Wesley means
personal spirituality affects one's personal life as well as one's work.
As an expert ofBenedictine tradition, Wainwright explains that St. Benedict
considers the prayer of the divine office to be the supreme work ofGod. According to
Wainwright's explanation, in Benedictine tradition in all the monk's life, every activity,
including work, is to be accomplished imder God's regard, with attention to God's will
and sensitivity to God's presence in order that God may be glorified in all things (101).
The Benedictine point of view on a personal spiritual formation plan has an
ecumenical influence within historical and modem churches. John Wesley drew on
Anglican, Puritan, Moravian, and Roman Catholic sources in trying to find a way for
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proper personal devotional life in order to maintain one's spirituality and availability for
God's work. Harper says that using the Bible as his focus, Wesley was able to achieve a
useful synthesis of spiritual input from these various sources (Devotional Life in the
Weslevan Tradition 18).
Wesley found the way to develop one's spirituality in what he called the "means
of grace." To Wesley these were spiritual disciplines that people used to express their
faith and receive God's grace. In the Wesleyan tradition today, the means of grace
constitute the essentials for one's devotional life. In the Wesleyan tradition, the means of
grace are the Bible, prayer. Holy Communion, and Christian conferencing or
"conference" as Wesley called it. In practice, conferencing means small groups where
Christians can share their thoughts and spiritual experiences by talking about them. In
addition Wesley taught aboutfasting as a means of grace. To Wesley fasting and the
Lord's Supper were important parts of regular devotional practices along with prayer and
Bible reading and Christian conferencing. Perhaps Wesley's fullest teaching on fasting is
contained in Sermon 27, ''Upon Our Lord's Sermon on the Mount, VII" (Wesley's 52
Standard Sermons 276). The Methodist societies practiced regular fast days (Wainwright
100). John Wesley himself encouraged a modest individual discipline in regular fasting
and abstinence (Wesley's 52 Standard Sermons 277).
From John Wesley to E. Stanley Jones
E. Stanley Jones was one of the most well-known, modem Wesleyan preachers.
He believed that the key ofWesleyan theology is devotional life. In addition E. Stanley
Jones understood that prayer was the center of devotional life and an empowering reality
for laity and clergyministry. Based on John Wesley's view, E. Stanley Jones believed
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that devotional life cannot be adequately developed on isolated dabs of spiritual truth
read each day. It must be a developing whole; one's theology and one's devotional hfe
must grow together (ix).
E. Stanley Jones, like John Wesley, believed absolutely in prayer as a center of
devotional life, in powering the whole church:
For in prayer you align yourself to the purpose and power ofGod, and He
is able to do things through you that He couldn't otherwise do. For this is
an open universe, where some things are left open contingent upon our
doing them. Ifwe do not do them, theywill never be done. So God has left
certain things open to prayer-things which will never be done except as
we pray. (325)
John T. Seamands describes Jones' innovative adaptation of the Indian ashram:
One of the key means by which E. Stanley Jones promoted Wesleyan
spirituality was through the Christian Ashram, based on the Ashram fi-om
the Indian culture. Jones developed a Christian version as a means of
relating Christ to Hindus. The Indian Ashram was designed as a spiritual
retreat under the direction of a Guru. Jones developed this idea of a
spiritual retreat into a Koinonia. In the Christian Ashram based on Jones'
design the "Guru" is Christ, not a human being. The retreat was 24-hour
prayer vigil design to improve the spiritual life ofpastors and local lay
leaders. (14)
From John Wesley to David Yonggi Cho
When John Wesley talked about the importance of real Christianity, he focused
on the relationship between God and each individual. He focused especially on laypeople
because he believed in a powerftil lay leadership that would transform the life of the
Church (Harper, Devotional Life in the Wesleyan Tradition 57).
David Yonggi Cho from Seoul, South Korea, was invited as guest speaker of a
common Christian church growth conference in Helsinki, Finland, some years ago. He
said something remarkable in that great event, which was attended by more than ten
thousand participants. He introduced his first lesson on how to get a church growing with
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the following words:
I'm pleased and honored to be here today in this common Christian
seminar on church growth with you all, but being honest I don't believe
that we can change much by this weekend seminar, ifGod can't touch our
congregations at a personal level. I wish I could send thousands ofmy
ordinary church members to share with you face to face how they take
care of their everyday personal Christian life, because that is the key for
what is happening within our church today.
At that time the number of the membership was over 600,000 in his local church and
today the number is approximately 700,000 members.
According to Cho's public statement, the key to spiritual progress within a
congregation is one single ordinary Christian. John Wesley was a man of devotion. He
says, "O Begin! Fix some part of every day for private exercises. Whether you like it or
not, read and pray daily. It is for your life; there is no other way, else you will be a trifler
all your days" (Letters 103).
The words of John Wesley show the importance of a personal devotional life.
They show his deep commitment to a devotional Hfe as an example and inspiration for
his coworkers, who at the time were mainly lay leaders and ordinary church members.
Today the United Methodist Church focuses strongly on lay leadership, following
Wesley's example.
From John Wesley to the Book of Discipline
The Book ofDiscipline of the United Methodist Church (UMC), which represents
the laws, rules, and theological alignments ofUnited Methodists, indicates very strongly
how both ordained pastors and lay members are an important part of church ministry
(89). Both ordained clery and lay members are involved at the annual conference and
local church levels ofUMC ministry.
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The Book ofDiscipline states an important truth in "The Ministry ofAll
Christians" as follows: "The mission of the Church is to make disciples of Jesus Christ.
Local churches provide the most significant arena through which disciple-making occurs"
(87).
In "Section II. The Ministry ofAll Christians," The Book ofDiscipline describes
the essence ofChristian ministry:
The Heart of Christian Ministry. The heart ofChristian ministry is
Christ's ministry of outreaching love. Christian ministry is the expression
of the mind and mission ofChrist by a community of Christians that
demonstrates a common life of gratitude and devotion, witness and
service, celebration and discipleship. All Christians are called through
their baptism to this ministry of servanthood in the world to the glory of
God and for human fulfillment. The forms of this ministry are diverse in
locale, in interest, and in denominational accent, yet always catholic in
spirit and outreach. (89)
The Book ofDiscipline states the following concerning the "Calling and Gifts of
Leadership:"
The United Methodist Church has traditionally recognized these gifts and
callings in the ordained offices of elder and deacon. The United Methodist
tradition has recognized that laypersons as well as ordained persons are
gifted and called by God to lead the Church. The servant leadership of
these persons is essential to the mission and ministry of congregations.
They help to form Christian disciples in covenant community within the
local congregation through spiritual formation and guidance for Christian
living in the world. (91)
The Book ofDiscipline states the following when referring to Christian discipleship:
The ministry of all Christians consists ofprivilege and obligation. The
privilege is a relationship with God that is deeply spiritual. The obligation
is to respond to God's call to holy living in the world. In the United
Methodist tradition these two dimensions ofChristian discipleship are
wholly interdependent. (91)
An item of consideration is how this ideal leadership model presented in the
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Wesleyan spirit in The Book ofDiscipline might come true so that the local congregation
might be spiritually effective and effectively led by spiritual lay leaders.
Again, according to my local church experience, I know that this ideal model of
lay leadership does not work. As a result, I wanted to find the most effective model to use
in order to increase spiritual awareness and readiness among lay leadership within the
local congregation. When I use the term "lay leaders," I mean lay members who are
chairpersons or other leaders of certain ministries within the local United Methodist
congregation. These leaders would include the chairpersons of the Administrative
Counsel, Education and Nurture, Pastor-Parish Committee, and OutreachMinistry as
well as the Sunday school superintendent, the lay leader, youth leaders, music leader,
Sunday school teachers, those leading prayer groups or Bible study groups, and those
involved in a visitation or counseling ministry. These lay members have very influential
positions among the local congregation and its ministry. Their influence is very
meaningful within their lay leadership committees and within the ministry of the local
church.
The Importance of Personal Experience
John Wesley's personal spiritual formation model for his lay leaders in his time
was so effective that it must provide something to study and fi^om which to learn still
today. Some of the key concepts of the Wesleyan devotional model are as follows:
discipline, regularity, and a personal experience of holiness. John Wesley understood that
ifChristians maintain regularity on a daily basis in their spiritual relationship with God
and if they are disciplined, God will answer them by blessing their personal lives and the
ministry in which they are involved. Having a personal experience and a regular spiritual
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discipline are important concepts here. Namely, according to Wesley, Christians cannot
be effective in ministry without deep personal experience ofGod's presence
(experiencing the Holy Spirit) or without a commitment to ministry. If Christians are to
follow John Wesley's model on how to increase the lay leaders' spiritual effectiveness,
theymust remember to focus on personal experience with God. Christians need to
operate on a very personal level.
John Wesley understood the importance ofpersonal experience and everyday-
ness. He says; "Fix some part of every day for private exercises. Whether you like it or
not, read and pray daily. It is for your life; there is no other way: else you will be a trifler
all your days" (Devotional Life in the Weslevan Tradition 11).
The Wesleyan Model
John Wesley's doctrines of sanctification and justification are well known. He is
recognized as the father of the holiness movement and Methodism in general. John
Wesley was an Anglican priest who understood perhaps better than anyone else the
importance ofholiness. Wesley understood that God has not only called people to be
justified free by the grace ofGod but also to become holy as God himself is holy
(Wesley's 52 Standard Sermons 72). Wesley's life shows that the whole world becomes a
parish to one whose life has been transformed by God's holiness, and evangelism and
world mission will become part of such a real Christianity.
Wesley's priority in terms ofChristian duties was his deep commitment to
personal devotion. Devotion was not just a short moment ofprayer or Bible study to
Wesley. In studying Wesley's model, this fact becomes clear. He never divided his life
into compartments. For Wesley the essence of life was spiritual and devotional. That is
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why I am using the term devotional life rather than devotional time ofWesley. Wesley
often included the importance of the Christian devotional life when he wrote about
justification and sanctification. Justification and sanctification and Christian devotions
were basic issues that he did not get tired of teaching:
In using all means seek God alone. In and through every outward thing,
look singly to the power ofhis Spirit, and the merits ofhis Son. Beware
you do not stick in the work itself; if you do, it is all lost labor. Nothing
short of God can satisfy your soul. Therefore, eye him in all, through all,
and above all.
Remember also, to use all means, as means; as ordained, not for
their own sake, but in order to the renewal of your soul in righteousness
and true holiness. (Wesley's 52 Standard Sermons 162)
John Wesley was a practical theologian. He understood that a real Christian
theology needs to have connection to everyday Christian ministry and life. Wesley did
not believe in a theology apart fi-om Christianministry. Theology was in service of
Christian ministry, and that was its primary task and existence (Wesley's 52 Standard
Sermons xiv). Theology that had nothing to do with everyday Christian life was useless.
Personal Devotional Life and the Means ofGrace
To Wesley, the whole issue ofChristian devotion was based on the means of
grace. He sought for ways to express his spiritual life throughout the day. Steve Harper
describes the means of grace:
He found the way in what he called the means of grace. These were
spiritual disciplines that people used to express their faith and receive
God's grace. They were divided into two categories: the instituted means
of grace and the prudential means of grace. The instituted means were
those disciplines evident in the life and teaching of Jesus. The prudential
means were those that had been developed by the church to give further
order and expression to the Christian life. Taken together, they enabled a
person to live a devotional life. (Devotional Life in the Weslevan
Tradition 19)
In his sermon on "The Means ofGrace," Wesley clearly defines his topic: "By
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Means ofGrace I understand Outward Signs, Words or Actions, ordained ofGod, and
appointed for this End, to be the Ordinary Channels [emphasis mine] whereby he might
convey to Men, preventing, justifying or sanctifying Grace" (Wesley's 52 Standard
Sermons 152). He continues to speak of the means of grace:
The chief of these are prayer, whether in secret or with the great
congregation; searching the Scriptures; (which implies reading, hearing,
and meditating thereon) and receiving the Lord's Supper, eating bread and
drinking wine in remembrance ofhim; and these we believe to be ordained
ofGod, as the ordinary channels of conveying his grace to the souls of
men. (152)
While coming to a conclusion ofWesley's concept of the means of grace, Steve
Harper divides them into two categories-instituted means of grace and prudential means
of grace (Devotional Life in the Wesleyan Tradition 19). The issue of the means of grace
is the foundation for devotional life in the Wesleyan context. Both the instituted means,
those disciplines evident in the life and teaching of Jesus, and the prudential means, those
that had been developed by the Church to give fiirther order and expression to the
Christian life, make the necessary elements for devoted Christianity.
The means of grace are as follows: baptism, communion, prayer, Bible study,
fasting, and Christian conference. The first two are also considered sacraments (instituted
means) in the United Methodist Church. Christian baptism is a unique one-time event for
a person while others are regular essentials for one's devotional life, according to
Wesley. Prayer, Bible study, fasting. Christian conference, as well as participating in
Holy Communion make the essentials for personal devotional life.
Wesley believed that nothing can substitute forprayer in maintaining the spiritual
life. Wesley understood that people need to have both a private and a public prayer life,
while pointing to the importance ofprayer (Wesley's 52 Standard Sermons 152, 155,
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168). Examples like these of the importance ofpublic and private prayer help to confirm
Wesley's conviction that God does nothing except in answer to prayer.
Wesley imderstood that Christians need to declare that the Bible is the standard by
which the results of tradition, reason, and experience are checked (Wesley's 52 Standard
Sermons 156). According to Harper, the Wesleyan way to read the Bible is to read it
"worshipfuUy," meaning that people read the Bible in an unhurried, reverent manner.
Wesley also read it "systematically" using the table of daily readings in the Book of
Common Prayer used by the Church ofEngland. Harper says that Wesley read the Bible
"comprehensively." He had a lifetime to read the Bible, and he could do it without hurry
(Devotional Life in the Wesleyan Tradition 31).
Purposefulness of readings was also important to Wesley. He believed that
whatever light a Christian receives from the Scriptures should be used to the uttermost
and immediately: "What I thus learn, that I teach" (Wesley's 52 Standard Sermons xx).
Steve Harper concludes that the Wesleyan way of studying the Bible is by making a list
of the main elements of the method that will be discussed later in this work:
Dailyness-moming and evening;
Singleness ofpurpose-to know God's will;
Correlation-to receive instruction from the Holy Spirit; and,
Resolution-to put into practice what is learned. (31)
Wesley described his Bible study as follows:
Here then I am, far from the busy ways ofmen. I sit down alone: only God
is here. In his presence I open, I read his book; for this end I want to know
one thing to find the way to heaven. (Wesley's 52 Standard Sermons xx)
Participating in Holy Communion is an important part of the means of grace to
Wesley. John Wesley understood that the Lord's Supper means the real presence of
Christ. In his Sermon IV on "Means ofGrace," Wesley says, "All who desire an increase
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of the grace ofGod are to wait for it in partaking of the Lord's Supper" (Wesley's 52
Standard Sermons 157). Later on in the same sermon, Wesley emphasized how Christ is
really present by the power of the Holy Spirit. Wesley says, "God conveys into our souls
all that spiritual grace, that righteousness, and peace, and joy in the Holy Ghost" (157).
These words explain why Wesley saw the Lord's Supper as a chaimel for God to come
into Christians' lives while participating in Holy Communion. It is thus an important way
to maintain one's spiritual life. Wesley practiced the Lord's Supper an average of once
every four or five days as a part ofhis devotional life (Harper, Devotional Life in the
Wesleyan Tradition 36).
The United Methodist theology of communion is based on Wesley's
understanding ofHoly Commimion. Walter Kleiber and Manfred Marquardt have
formulated United Methodist theology on the Lord's Supper:
In the Lord's Supper, the resurrected Christ gives himself in the bread and
the wine, the signs ofhis life that are given to all who receive them in
reliance upon his promise. He offers forgiveness of their sins and liberates
them to a new life that is based upon faith. (338)
In the same book, Kleiber and Marquardt emphasize how the extremely high value placed
upon the Lord's Supper by John and Charles Wesley was never frilly shared by the
European continent nor by North America (338).
For the elected group of lay leaders of the Taylorsville United Methodist Church,
communion was an important part of their weekly devotional life when the group gathers
together.
As a part of his personal devotional life, John Wesley also practicedfasting. Steve
Harper understands in the Wesleyan tradition, particularly in terms of the means of grace,
the element of self-denial, the most visible ofwhich is in the discipline of fasting. Harper
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says, "It is significant that Wesley included it among the five instituted means of grace.
He was persuaded that fasting was 'fully established in the church ofGod' and practiced
by Christ himself (Devotional Life in the Wesleyan Tradition 47).
The last important part of the Wesleyan devotional model is Christian conference.
The Methodist history knows actually several expressions of Christian conference in the
Wesleyan model, but they all focused on spiritual formation in one's personal life.
Wesley understood that joining together as Christians for reading, praying, discussing the
Bible, and doing everything related to Christian life would be an excellent model for
spiritual formation, nurturing, study, encouragement, stewardship, witness by sharing
personal experiences, and service. Wesley's laity study and prayer groups became main
instruments for the growing ministry. Each group was numbered approximately one
dozen. John S. Simon believes that John Wesley's very first idea for his group gatherings
came from the Anglican prayer handbook:
If the good men of the Church will unite together in the several parts of
the kingdom, disposing themselves into friendly societies, and engaging
each other in all good Christian ways it will be the most effectual means
for restoring our decaying Christianity to its primitive life and vigor. (9)
Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this study was to show how a personal devotional life increases
one's personal holy and devoted life and that it is the "only way" to increase spiritual
activity and responsibility. In other words. Christians need to know for whom they are
working before they start working. In the Christian context, this means Christians need to
know they work for God. Everyone needs to know him well and to get a "work permit"
and work description from him. Christians need to stay in close relationship with him in
order to have an understanding of their job description. IfChristians maintain an
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everyday, close relationship with him, he will give his overwhelming blessing upon all
they are doing because all that Christians are doing, they are doing for him.
One significant purpose of this study was to speak for the lay ministry. In his
book Called & Committed: World-Changing Discipleship, David Watson describes how
the early Church and especially its "little people," the nameless laity-the idiotes, as they
were later called, were people who went everjwhere preaching Christ. No opposition
could stop these ordinary Christians. Watson emphasizes how through the history of the
Church, active witness and deep Christian commitment has dramatically changed the
world (140). Every Christian generation who finds this simple principle of Christian
commitment will do the same.
John Wesley's way to equip Christians for ministry was his three level group
meetings, but behind this structure was one's personal commitment to maintain an
everyday Christian life. Group meeting was to make this personal experience more
effective. Wesley believed that the group meeting was the best environment in which its
members sought to improve their attitudes, emotions, feelings, intentions, and affections.
Wesley's groups were called societies, classes, and bands. Metaphorically speaking, the
society aimed for the head, the class meeting for the hands, and the band for the heart
(Henderson 31). To Wesley, spiritual leadership was deeply related with one's heart. In
the band meeting Wesley's leadership training focused to transform individual leaders'
hearts to be more available to God in a very personal manner. It was thus a very personal
matter. The band meeting was the original mode ofMethodism fi-om which other modes
sprang.
This study sought to explain what John Wesleymeans when he says, "There is no
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other way" ("Letters 103). One needs to remember the context of this statement. It came
right after he had pointed out that the only way for one to become spiritually effective
was to have private exercises (i.e., a personal devotional life) and this every day.
One important thing must be remembered. John Wesley did not talk just about
how to increase the spiritual activity ofhis lay leaders, but he actively focused on
producing a deeper spiritual change in his lay leaders' lives and ministry.
John Wesley put two issues together, namely, the importance of growing in
personal holiness and ofbecoming effective in Christian ministry. According to Wesley,
the Church cannot talk about Christian activity or effectiveness without a deep
connection to a personal holy life.
I believe that the "old fashioned" Wesleyan model to increase spiritual activity
among lay leadership offers an excellent model for this project. I believe, too, that it is
perhaps the only model for approaching the spiritual effectiveness issue at a very
personal level. Unfortunately, few models take seriously the daily practice of a personal
devotional life. The church will continue to be spiritually ineffective until this practice
changes.
Research Questions
The research questions focused upon Wesleyan theology, the Wesleyan spiritual
formation tradition, and the Wesleyan method of equipping leaders.
Research Question #1
If John Wesley's teaching and example about the importance of a personal
devotional life for lay leaders was so effective in his time, would it be a model to increase
personal spirituality, effectiveness, and commitment among lay leaders of the
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Taylorsville United Methodist Church today?
Research Question #2
Methodist church history and tradition appreciate Wesley's model, but does it
have anything to give to the church in a modem context?
Research Question #3
Would the ideal leadership model of lay leaders and ordained pastors introduced
in the Book ofDiscipline of the United Methodist Church come tme along with the
Wesleyan model for one's devotional life based on the means of grace doctrine?
Deflnition of Terms
Spirituality, in this work, means one's personal and close relationship to God, as
understood in the Wesleyan Evangelical tradition.
The means ofgrace are spiritual disciplines in Wesleyan doctrine that people use
to express their faith and receive God's grace. In the Wesleyan tradition today, means of
grace constitute the essentials for one's devotional life. These include Bible reading,
prayer. Holy Communion, fasting, and Christian conferencing.
In practice, conferencing has to do with Christians meeting in small groups to
share their thoughts and spiritual experiences.
Being an effective Christian refers to the ability to serve others in ministry.
Effective Christians discover their gifts and graces and are active in using those gifts and
graces to serve others.
The Study Project and Methodology
A select group of lay leaders (ten) participated in a ten-week study based on the
model of the Wesleyan devotional life tradition through the means of grace for the
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purpose ofpersonal spiritual growth in their Christian leadership tasks. Participants
engaged in daily Bible study, daily prayer time, weekly Holy Communion, fasting
(optional for some participants), and Christian conference. The group met weekly. A
clear order for weekly group meetings was provided. A daily schedule for Bible study
and a model for prayer time was provided. Participants kept their personal journal during
the study time. The journal was an important document later on when participants
reported the conclusions of their study experiences. In the beginning of the study,
participants answered three questionnaires in order to benchmark where they were
spiritually. Along the way after the third and sixth week of the study, participants
answered additional reflection questions. At the end of the ten-week period, the
participants again provided answers to the three questionnaires plus a fourth
questionnaire that was helpfiil in processing the results of this study by the chosen model.
Before starting the ten-week study project, participants read Steve Harper's book.
Devotional Life in the Weslevan Tradition, as a primary model/resource for their
personal devotional life and as preparation for the study.
Theologically, this study was based on Wesley's sermons and Steve Harper's
study on Wesleyan devotional life. Also, Bishop Ole Borgen's study on John Wesley's
means of grace was an important resource as well . as Warren Bennis and Burt Nanus'
study on leadership. Several other resources on spiritual leadership models were used,
both in classic and modem context.
Subjects and Sample
Taylorsville United Methodist Church is located in a small town and is a typical,
small membership church. The church is located in Taylorsville in Spencer County,
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Kentucky. According to the last census, Spencer County is the fastest growing county in
the Commonwealth ofKentucky (State ofKentucky). The current membership records
show 107 members. The age composition of the congregation is wide, consisting of
children, youth, some young couples, middle-aged couples, older members, and
approximately as many men as women. The average attendance of the Sundaymorning
service is about fifty people.
As pastor of the Taylorsville United Methodist Church the past three years, I have
recognized growing concern among lay leaders about getting more people involved in
church ministry and increasing spirituality and effectiveness within the lay leadership.
According to my understanding, most who have expressed concern about this particular
issue understand it is more of a spiritual question than a practical one. Most lay leaders
know that organizing things better or nominating people for different positions is not
likely to result in effective change. The activity and effectiveness of lay leadership must
be connected with the issue ofpersonal spirituality.
Ten lay leaders in the Taylorsville United Methodist Church were willing to
participate in a project where they received experience and instruction on providing and
maintaining a more effective lay leadership in the local church.
Importance
This study was not primarily focused on trying to find something new about what
John Wesley possibly did or did not say. Neither was it a detailed look at Wesley's
theology. This project was a practical study on lay leadership within the UMC, based on
studies already done by Wesley scholars. I used their results in a new and creative context
as a model for the twenty-first centuryMethodist church in a local United Methodist
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church located in a changing and growing environment. This fast-growing environment
has brought completely new challenges to a traditional church established in 1833.
Taylorsville United Methodist Church should be led by modem, spiritually mature, lay
leadership along with pastoral leaders.
Overview
Chapter 2 is a review of literature in the areas of systematic theology, formative
theology, history ofMethodism, ecumenical spiritual formation material, and leadership
studies in a historical and modem context. Manuals for organizing spiritual formation
sessions in practice are also part of the literature.
Chapter 3 provides more details for the study design. It explains the instruments
and procedures for collecting data. The study process is outlined in more detail, bearing
in mind the research questions.
Chapter 4 provides the study findings. The findings are the basis for drawing
conclusions and providing for the final direction of the study.
Chapter 5 introduces the summary and conclusions for this study. In this chapter,
I offer interpretation of the data that was gathered. This chapter highlights the practical
applications of the study for the lay leadership of the Taylorsville United Methodist
Church and provides insight for making the larger conclusions of the study.
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CHAPTER 2
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
I have drawn upon Devotional Life in the Weslevan Tradition, written by Steven
Harper, Vice President ofAsbury Theological Seminary, Florida Campus. Harper's book
was also used as a workbook for this dissertation and research project. The book was a
reading assignment for the lay leader participants before starting this study project.
Steven Harper's doctoral dissertation work, "The Devotional Life of John Wesley,
1703-38," is a large work on Wesley's personal understanding, development, and practice
about devotional life. The work contains many important insights on devotional life in
Wesleyan theology and tradition. This work, with an historical background, is an
important resource formy studies. Steven Harper is considered an expert in this area of
Wesley studies.
In John Weslev and the Religious Societies, Simon explains the initial nature of
Wesleyan small groups and gives both an historical and modem idea for personal
spiritual formation. He gives the historical background about the path every generation
has to take in order to become available for God's ministry. He communicates the rich
heritage of small groups in the following paragraph:
If good men of the Church will unite together in the several parts of the
kingdom, disposing themselves into friendly societies, and engaging each
other, in their respective combinations, to be helpful to each other in all
good Christian ways, it will be the most effectual means for restoring our
decaying Christianity to its primitive life and vigor, and the supporting of
our tottering and sinking Church. (16)
In his preface to his 52 Standard Sermons, Wesley writes the following:
These Sermons contain the substance ofwhat I have been preaching. ... I
am not conscious that there is any one point of doctrine,. . . which is not
here . . . laid before every Christian reader. Every serious man who peruses
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these will therefore see in the clearest manner what these doctrines are
which I embrace and teach as the essentials of true religion, (ix)
Bishop Ole Borgen's comprehensive work, John Weslev on the Sacraments,
yields broad insights into Wesleyan thinking on the means of grace doctrine. It was a
foundation for Wesley's instruction on a personal devotional life and a model for
personal spiritual formation and lay leadership. Borgen, as a systematic theologian,
introduces all the basic elements ofWesleyan theology on personal spiritual formation
deeply based on Methodist theology.
Walter Kleiber and Manfred Marquardt's work, Living Grace: An Outline of
United Methodist Theology offers a clear exposition ofMethodism theology, founded as
it is upon the biblical witness and enriched by the traditions of the apostolic fathers, the
Protestant revival, and the Wesleyan revival. This methodical exposition of the Methodist
Church's theological identity at its core reveals Methodists as people ofGod who are
living in grace.
The Book ofDiscipline of the United Methodist Church is the book of order for
the United Methodist Church. It has been produced over the last two hundred years of
general conferences from the denominations that now form the United Methodist Church.
The Book ofDiscipline, as the instrument for setting forth the laws, plan, polity, and
process by which United Methodists govern themselves, remains constant. Each general
conference amends, perfects, clarifies, and adds its own contribution to the Discipline.
The Book ofDiscipline is not to be seen as sacrosanct or infallible but as a living
document representing both historical and modem Methodism. It is the most current
statement ofhow United Methodists agree to live their lives together. It reflects
Methodists' understanding of the Church and ofwhat is expected of its laity and clergy as
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they seek to be effective witnesses in the world as a part of the whole body ofChrist. The
Book ofDiscipline introduces the ideal model for these purposes and offers written
official statements for lay ministry. The book states very little about the election process
of lay leadership or about what should happen from a spiritual point of view. The Book
ofDiscipline sets high spiritual standards for a person to be elected for ordained ministry,
but little or nothing is said about the spiritual characteristics needed for lay members to
be elected to an important position in the local congregation. Therefore, it gives much
freedom to the local UMC congregation in electing almost anyone to serve in any
important position without establishing spiritual requirements, except perhaps for being a
fiall member in that particular congregation as required for chairpersons ofmost
committees.
The United Methodist Church understands very clearly the importance of getting
the reserves of lay members involved in the ministry of a local church. The
organizational model used in a local UMC congregation provides room and positions for
laymembers to get involved. The Book ofDiscipline has set frames and roles to follow
and specifies that the local congregation should be led by appointed pastoral leader(s) as
well as elected lay leaders. The charge conference of the local church authorizes the
proposed list of lay leadership every year for one year at a time. Thus, the charge
conference led by the district superintendent wants to make sure that the organization is
made for lay leaders to take charge of and to serve in a local UMC, along with the
appointed pastoral leader(s).
The Book ofDiscipline states the following about leadership:
Section V. Servant Leadership
# 136. Leadership Privileges and Responsibilities-Within the United
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Methodist Church there are those called to servant leadership, lay and
ordained. Such callings are evidenced by special gifts, evidence of God's
grace, and promise of usefiilness. God's call to servant leadership is
inward as it comes to the individual and outward through the discernment
and validation of the Church. The privilege of Servant leadership in the
Church is the call to share in the preparation of congregations and the
whole Church for the mission ofGod in the world. The obligation of
servant leadership is the forming ofChristian disciples in the covenant
community of the congregation. This involves discerning and nurturing
the spiritual relationship with God that is the privilege of all servant
ministers. It also involves instructing and guiding Christian disciples in
their witness to Jesus Christ in the world through acts ofworship,
devotion, compassion, and justice under the guidance of the Holy Spirit.
John Wesley described this as "watching over one another in love." (92)
The organization for lay leadership in a local United Methodist church is clear; so
also is the stated spiritual ideal of lay leadership. In my experience, in some churches
encouraging lay leadership committees to meet at least once or twice a year, even to
make theirministry report for the next charge conference, is difficult. When leadership in
some part of the ministry of the local church is this weak, fiilfiUing the purpose and goal
that was given to it in the charge conference is a challenge. This kind ofweak leadership
does not react in response to the ideal model of the leadership ministry introduced in The
Book ofDiscipline. The worst thing is that spiritually poor lay leadership does not do the
Christian ministry it was called to do. Spiritually poor lay leadership keeps part of the
ministry of the local church idle and absolutely unable to operate. Even one idle
ministerial area can cause paralysis for the whole ministry.
According to the spiritual heritage ofUnited Methodist, God gives the ministry to
ordinary people as well as to ordained clergy. Along with the assignment, God gives the
power to succeed. People to whom God gives ministry are often attributed larger-than-
life stature. Some of these people might include the patriarchs, prophets, and kings of the
Old Testament, perhaps people such as Abraham, Moses, or David. Church figures
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throughout history, people such as Augustine, Luther, Wesley, Mother Teresa, and Billy
Graham, are also often thought of as, larger than life. A closer look reveals that God gives
ministrymostly to ordinary people. This point of view is something that The Book of
Discipline wants to emphasize in its statements regarding lay ministry within the United
Methodist Church.
Few opportunities exist for lay leadership to get training for their important
ministry. The Kentucky United Methodist district organization or the conference
organization usually provides yearly training for Pastor-Parish Relationship chairpersons
as well as for Finance Committee chairpersons. Training is practical and informative
regarding basic issues about their ministerial area. Informative basic training is a
necessity, but it does not cover or substitute for the spiritual formation training that
should be most important. Very little training preparing lay leadership for their important
ministry or encouraging their spiritual readiness is required.
Geoffrey Wainwright's article, "Ora et Labora: Benedictines and Wesleyans at
Prayer and at Work," provides interesting material relevant to issues addressed in this
dissertation. This work introduces an effective channel for spiritual formation in the
Benedictine tradition. Realizing how Wesleyan theology is connected at this point with
the Roman Catholic personal spiritual formation tradition is important.
A large quantity of literature on spiritual formation and leadership is available,
but not much material unites these two large issues together so that it can be used as a
model at the local congregational level. Because this study is a combination of both
spiritual formation and leadership, I researched literature from both points of view. As
indicated earlier, these studies are broader than just Wesleyan studies. This is a spiritual
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leadership study based on a Wesleyan understanding of spiritual formation at a very
personal level. For this reason this work includes spiritual formation studies in Wesleyan
tradition, Wesleyan theology, and modem leadership studies, while keeping in mind that
the target is a local congregation.
Spiritual formation, leadership, and systematic theology serve as interpreters for
the personal spiritual formation/leadership study among lay leadership that is the content
of this project.
In The Lav Driven Church, Melvin Steinbron demonstrates a wonderful blending
of spiritual vitality with practical know-how. Steinbron has nineteen years experience
directing laity and is also the author ofmany well-known books on leadership. The Lay
Driven Church is an inspiring volume for church leaders and lay caregivers. Many
excellent books are available about the theology and theory of lay ministry and lay
leadership, but not many deal with its application. In my study, I need application models
and experiences in today's context. What is usually missing is how to get from where the
readers are to where they want to be-how to move from vision to reality and from theory
to practice. This book offers important practical direction and experience about where to
go in spiritual lay leadership in the local church. I consider this book a resource for
people committed to the idea of lay ministry.
In Leaders: Strategies for Taking Charge, Warren Beimis and Burt Nanus say
almost everything that is important to say and to know about today's modem leadership
strategies. Four important leadership strategies are introduced in this book, namely
attention through vision, meaning through communication, tmst through positioning, and
the deployment of self through positive self-regard and the Wallenda factor. The authors
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emphasize how modem leadership in any organization can be leamed by anyone, taught
to everyone, and denied to no one.
In Spiritual Leadership, Henry and Richard Blackaby draw upon their own
extensive leadership experience as well as theirministry to leaders in all walks of life.
They offer insightful counsel into the ways God develops, guides, and empowers spiritual
leaders. Clear guidance is given on how leaders can make a positive impact on the people
and organizations they are currently leading. Filled with practical, biblical principles.
Spiritual Leadership is a useful resource for this study on lay leadership within the local
church. It focuses on the question ofhow to become the persons that God has intended
them to be. Spiritual Leadership tries to find a connection between secular and spiritual
leadership. It makes clear how in losing spiritual leaders the Church is actually losing its
influence and existence.
As depicted in Jesus on Leadership, by C. Gene Wilkes, studying spiritual
leadership without Jesus' example on leadership is difficult. Wilkes has also authored a
curricula workbook and leader's guide, is a national conference speaker, and teaches on
leadership and lay mobilization. In this book he especially emphasizes servanthood as a
main characteristic of spiritual leadership. Jesus was the best model of the servant leader.
Wilkes introduces seven principles in Christian leadership based on Jesus' servant
leadership model:
1 . Humble your heart,
2. First, be a follower,
3. Find greatness in service,
4. Take risks.
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5. Take up the towel,
6. Share responsibility and authority, and
7. Build a team (25).
Wilkes focuses on leadership not as something one pursues but rather as something
others give. Wilkes defines Christian leadership in a nutshell by saying that every great
leader is a servant leader. The followers of Jesus and the first leaders in the Christian
movement were mainly laypeople who came to understand the idea of servant leadership.
In A Servant's Christian Leadership Manual for Tomorrow, Michael W. Foss
deals with the question of how to manage change. Foss is senior pastor of Prince of
Peace, an Evangelical Lutheran Church in America in BumsviUe, Minnesota. He believes
that people do not change because they want to; rather, they change because they
discover they must change. Among the many important questions in spiritual leadership,
and especially in renewing spiritual leadership, is the question ofhow to manage change.
This book, or manual, is a usefial instrument in doing this study.
Spiritual Leadership, by J. Oswald Sanders, represents a classic resource on
leadership with a deeply spiritual aspect. This aspect is especially evident in Chapter 14
where he writes about "Improving Leadership Potential." In this chapter he talks about
how to improve administration, spiritual tone, group morale, personal relationships,
problem solving, and creative planning. Lay leadership in a local UMC congregation
operates in each of these areas. In his leadership instmction, Sanders points how
Christians are under obligation to be the best they can before God. He believes if
leadership potential can be improved, then it must be. Because no one knows what the
fiiture holds. Christians should prepare themselves in every way possible for
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opportunities of service that come open. According to the writer, not every Christian is
called to or qualified for a position ofmajor leadership, but all are leaders to the extent
that they influence others. This view is the main idea of lay leadership training. Sanders
says, "All of us can, ifwe will, increase our leadership potential" (133). By keeping
people's potential for improving their leadership in mind, the task of improving the
spirituality of lay leadership has no limits.
Developing the Leaders around You: How to Help Others Reach Their Full
Potential, by John C. Maxwell, is a helpfiil resource in building a team of leaders.
Maxwell's ideal leadership model is a cooperating team. He believes that to create
successfiil leadership, one must establish a team. According to Maxwell, people respond
differently to development, and each person who grows will plateau at one of six levels
of development as follows:
1 . Some growth,
2. Growth that makes them capable in their job,
3. Growth that makes them able to reproduce themselves in their job,
4. Growth that takes them to a higher level job,
5. Growth that allows them to take others to a higher level, and
6. Growth that allows them to handle any job (129 ).
Maxwell believes the higher the level, the fewer people at that level. Maxwell's insight is
interesting and was helpful in this lay leadership study that focused on improving the
spirituality/effectiveness of lay leadership.
In the book The Small Group Book: The Practical Guide for Nurturing Christians
and Building Churches, Dale Galloway, who is dean of the Beeson Center for Biblical
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Preaching and Church Leadership at Asbury Theological Seminary, with Kathi Mills
expresses his belief that small groups are the most successful way to build up leadership
in the local church. Galloway was serving North America's largest small-group-driven
congregation in Oregon. He, along with his wife, were the founders of the church. This
resource provides many important insights on how to establish small groups and how to
get them working as a lay leadership model. Galloway provides an order of service for
small groups. He emphasizes that one of the keys to making small-group training work is
establishing a correct order of service for the small-group meeting.
In The Cormecting Church, Randy Frazee sees that the biggest obstacle to today's
congregational growth as isolation. Frazee believes that people are lonely and isolated in
their churches. He believes that the real spirituality and strength of the congregation is in
connecting relationships. According to Frazee, cormecting relationships are essential for
spiritual formation within the church. Through connecting relationships, people share
their progress and encourage one another regularly in their pursuit ofbecoming more like
Christ. This work offers important insights for my study. Frazee emphasizes how
cormecting relationships affect the development of spiritual formation within the church.
The spiritually matured church is then effective in doing evangelism, reproduction,
volunteerism, international missions, and extending care and compassion.
An excellent resource that places a practical method of spiritual growth into the
hands of everyday people and lay leaders of the church is in the book Spiritual Living in
a Material World, by Morton Kelsey. It provides a hope-giving answer for today's busy
people about God's possibilities and willingness to bless and use their lives. This book
operates between reality and divinity. It gives a real spiritual leadership model to follow.
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Kelsey believes that Christian leadership without a personal spiritual formation
component is not functional.
In his work Shaped by the Word, M. Robert Mulholland, Jr. introduces and sets
goals for effective and intensive, personal Bible study. Mulholland' s work demonstrates
the formational approach by describing how to release control ofGod's word and how to
allow God to speak to the spiritual self Mulholland describes other issues to contrast the
differences between the formational and informational approaches. The Bible and correct
Bible reading are essential for this spiritual leadership study.
Limits of Current Lay Leadership Training
Today's society is an informative seeking society. Mulholland describes it in the
following way:
Human cultures are increasingly shaped by an informational mode of
being and doing. This informational mode is an integral part ofwhat I call
the "functional" orientation of human cultures. Our cultures seek more
information (new facts, new bodies of knowledge, new techniques, new
methods, new systems, new programs) in order to improve their functional
control of their world. The continuing exponential explosion of
information on the Internet powerfully illustrates the informational passion
of human cultures. The acquiring of knowledge, information, techniques,
methods, and systems, rather than serving to change the quality of our
being, is for the primary purpose of improving or enhancing our ability to
function so as to change the world to our parameters. (50-51)
Training that is given or that is taken in church seminars is basically only
informative without adequate emphasis on the daily exercise on personal spiritual life.
Here are some characteristics of informational learning. First, informative training seeks
to cover as much as possible as quickly as possible. One Saturday or one evening session,
for example, is attended so as to separate quickly the wheat from the chaff and get the
data necessary to do what must be done. Often, giving participants lecture copies and
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asking them to go home to read and learn more covers part of the training. The level of
training is not very high, and most of the time it does not equip the laity spiritually, but
only gives information at the general level. Debate about lay leadership's personal
spirituality is not common at the local church level nor the district or annual conference
levels.
Secondly, informational training is linear. It moves from one element or from one
subject to another and then to the end, assuming that learning is little more than the
process ofmovement through the parts. It may encourage participants going into an
informative process that includes spiritual subjects of fraining but provides nothing for
the spiritual formative process because elements ofpersonal spirituality are lacking in
laity training.
Today's informative lay training may give some information on how to work on
things, but it forgets how to work onpeople or how to work with oneselfdcadi become
spiritually mature for the spiritual leadership task. In the initial Wesleyan spiritual lay
leadership fraining, the role ofpersonal experience was very important. Wesley
seemingly thought that if he got his laity spiritually conscious, they would be absolutely
capable of taking care of the practical issues of the ministry. In Wesleyan tradition,
personal spirituality is the first priority for laity.
Informative Plus Formative Training
Informative and formative fraining should go hand in hand. Formative training
pays attention to a personal relationship with God. Without formative fraining a Christian
ministry is seriously lacking. Formative fraining also pays attention to oneself and then
after that to things and consequences. In a Christian context, formative fraining means
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that it focuses on spirituality and especially on personal spirituality, not on material or
practical matters. The goal of formative training is to equip persons spiritually for the
ministry in which they are involved. Formative training also focuses on the
transformation that will happen when a person is facing a spiritual existence. Formative
training has the individual bearing in mind the question, "God, what are you seeking to
say to me here?" Formative training contains deeply personal and spiritual content.
Reformation and LayMinistries
The biblical truth about the priesthood of all believers was one of the major
discoveries of the Protestant Reformation. George Hunter quotes Kenneth Scott
Laurette's explanation onMartin Luther's view of lay leadership in the church. Luther
held that ordination had been invented by the Church ofRome. He asserted that as a rite
practiced for many ages, it was not to be condemned. He reiterated as one ofhis basic
convictions that all Christians are priests and that what is called priesthood is merely a
ministry entrusted to those who exercise it with the consent of other Christians. He saw
ordination as a ceremony for choosing preachers in the Church. As imposed by Rome, he
said that the sacrament of ordination made for a separation of clergy and laity and the
tyranny of the former over the latter. While not altogether sweeping aside or deprecating
vows, Luther found no ground in Scripture for the vows ofperpetual poverty, chastity,
and obedience, which are taken by monks and nuns. He maintained that the work of
priests and members of the religious orders are not a whit more sacred in the sight of God
than those of a farmer in his fields or of a woman in her household duties (121).
Wesleyan Attitude and Model for Spiritual Lay Leadership
John Wesley came to perceive that the Holy Spirit had gifted many lay people for
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all sorts ofministries. Within a year or two after his 1738 Aldersgate experience, Wesley
had a movement on his hands with much need for outreach, teaching, ministry, and
leadership with virtually no ordained clergy at his disposal. The only people available for
ministry were gifted laypeople. These were the people John Wesley put in charge of the
growing ministry. One thing was required over everything else-they had to be spiritually
conscious, following the Wesleyan model for maintaining their personal everyday
spiritual life (Hunter 122).
In his work Teach Me to Prav. W. E. Sangster offers instruction on the devotional
life for both the individual and the group. A central element in Sangster' s book is prayer.
All three chapters cover prayer with topics addressing how to pray, how to form a prayer
cell, and how to live in Christ. A model for morning and evening prayer is also provided.
Sangster believes that prayer truly has nothing to do with feelings. He says, "Feeling is
no guide to praying" (16). Central ideas for intensive prayer are the reality ofGod's
presence, regularity, and discipline.
In his book. Called & Committed: World-Changing Discipleship, David Watson
calls people to build a community ofbelievers who demonstrates Christ's power, arms
themselves for spiritual battle, and demonstrates, by their lifestyle and outreach, their
unreserved commitment to Christ's kingdom. This kind of commitment, according to
Watson, leads Christian community to change the whole world beginning from one
individual.
D. Michael Henderson is the founder and executive director ofAfrican
Leadership, an organization that helps frain and equip African leaders for ministry. In his
leadership fraining philosophy, Henderson puts together the following three factors:
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education, discipleship, and Church history. His teaching ofphilosophy operates on all of
these three aspects. In his book, John Wesley's Class Meeting, the author says, "The
group environment was one of ruthless honesty and frank openness, in which its members
sought to improve their attitudes, emotions, feelings, intentions, and affections" (112).
Henderson understands that Wesley's idea to frain people in different kinds of
groups could be divided metaphorically that the society aimed for the head, the class
meeting for the hands, and the band for the heart. This is to say that the band meeting was
especially aimed to improve a person's spiritual heart. According to Henderson the band
meeting was Wesley's favorite place to equip leaders.
The Meaning ofHoly Communion in the United Methodist Church by E. Byron
Anderson is designed to provide an introduction to the meanings and practices ofHoly
Communion in the United Methodist Church. It explains why Holy Communion is so
important from a spiritual viewpoint within the UMC. Participating in Holy Communion
was an important part of the ten-week, personal devotional project for the lay leaders of
this project.
Summary
The literature is divided into four major areas. Each area represents basic
elements for this study:
1 . Methodist theology on devotional life,
2. Methodist history on devotional life,
3. Literature on spiritual formation, and
4. Literature on spiritual lay leadership.
A large amount of literature on spiritual formation and leadership is available; however,
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little material exists that unites these two larger issues together in a way that may be used
as a model at the level of the local congregation. I believe this uniting work is part ofmy
study and have researched literature from both points of view. As indicated earlier in this
work, this study is broader than just Wesley studies. It represents a spiritual leadership
study based on a Wesleyan understanding of spiritual formation at a very personal level
and includes, in addition, Wesleyan theology and modem leadership studies, while
keeping in mind the local congregation as the target population.
Spiritual formation, leadership, and systematic theology serve as interpreters for
the personal spiritual formation/leadership study among lay leadership as the content of
this project.
Methodology of Survey Research
The methodology of this study was a questionnaire survey, which was used for
measuring spiritual development in general. The survey was local, and it targeted ten
particular lay leaders of the Taylorsville United Methodist Church. Four questioimaires
were used all together. Questionnaires 1-3 represented a selected-response format, where
the respondents select one response they think is correct or close to what they believe.
Selected-response questioimaires were chosen because they were straightforward with the
items ordered in a logical sequence. This made responding to the items convenient and
reduced confusion. According to William Wiersma, selected-response items make
relevant responses possible and avoid irrelevant responses (170). Questioimaire 4
represents an open-ended essay format that allows subjects more freedom of response,
because certain feelings or information is revealed that would not have been forthcoming
with a selected response. While open-ended responses encourage those responding to the
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questionnaire to provide more information than was requested, according to Wiersma
theymay also lead to misinterpretation (170-71). I wanted to avoid confusion by making
the open-ended questionnaires simple and clear, while providing enough fi-eedom for an
essay type of response. In order to gather more data during the ten-week study project,
additional reflection sheets were provided twice. The additional reflection questions were
asked after the third and sixth weeks of the study.
In Questionnaires 1 -3 the questions were intended to measure the unique
development from the viewpoint of the Wesleyan way to understanding personal spiritual
formation. The questionnaires were intended to measure the following:
Questionnaire 1 measured the respondents' spiritual experiences,
Questioimaire 2 measured the respondents' development,
Questionnaire 3 measured the respondents' commitments, and
Questioimaire 4 gave the subjects the opportunity to cover the study in a way
larger than in questioimaires 1-3. Questionnaire 4 added and completed information
that was usefiil in making final analysis of the study.
The structure of the questions was carefully chosen in order to avoid poor data
collection. One of the main principles of the questionnaires was that only the information
the respondent was personally able to provide was requested. The layout of each
questionnaire was easy to read and follow, and the language of each question was
introduced in a clear fashion, thus giving the subjects the possibility for an objective
answer. Leading questions were avoided.
Questionnaires were provided with cover sheets. The cover sheet was for
introducing the individuals to the questionnaire and motivating them to respond. The
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information session also was conducted by giving necessary information about the study
itself This session took place during the weekend before the study began.
The information session particularly gave detailed information about the study,
including study items and an outline of the ten-week course. In order to cover the entire
development of the study and to make sure that data collection was large enough,
questionnaires 1-3 were used as a pretest-posttest instrument. Questionnaire 4 was used
only at the end of the ten-week study. I collected the data for analyzation on improving
the spirituality of lay leaders in the Taylorsville United Methodist Church.
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CHAPTER 3
DESIGN OF THE STUDY
Research Questions
The study was obedient to the following three research questions.
Research Question #1
If John Wesley's teaching and example about the importance of a personal
devotional life for lay leaders was so effective in his time, would it be a model to increase
personal spirituality, effectiveness, and commitment among lay leaders of the
Taylorsville United Methodist Church today? The participants' spiritual stages and
abilities to become effective leaders before this ten-week study were considered. These
questions were asked in order to find out the possible influence of this study.
Research Question #2
Methodist church history and tradition appreciate Wesley's model, but does it
have anything to give to the church in a modem context? After the study I considered
whether or not any influence was brought up that was based on Wesley's spiritual
formation model to make spiritual leaders.
Research Question # 3
Would the ideal leadership model of lay leaders and ordained pastors introduced
in the Book ofDiscipline of the United Methodist Church come tme along with the
Wesleyan model for one's devotional life based on the means of grace doctrine?
I wanted to know, since spiritually effective lay leadership made a difference in
the beginning of the Methodist movement, if it would make a difference even today. I
also wanted to determine if this study was the correct treatment for improving the
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spiritual effectiveness of the lay leadership ofTaylorsville United Methodist Church.
The Ten-Week Devotional Curriculum
The ten, chosen lay leaders ofTaylorsville United Methodist Church had several
objectives as theymaintained their Bible reading schedule. The goal ofBible reading was
quality not quantity. The objective was to encounter God, and when people do, the
amount that is read is not the most important factor. Christians should read the Bible
worshipfully and systematically. The participants focused on formative reading. The
point of formative reading is meeting God in the text. When explaining his insights of the
nature of formative reading, Mulholland emphasizes that instead of the text being an
object that the readers control and manipulate according to their own insight and
purposes, the text becomes the subject of the reading relationship. When this occurs, the
reader is the object shaped by the text. Thus, with respect to Bible reading, readers stand
willingly before the text and await its address, ready for the Word to exercise control over
them. Mulholland asserts that the authority of the Word is one reason why formational
reading cannot be quantified; rather, it requires waiting before the text. Participants of
this study needed to take time with the Word in order to hear what the text said (57).
Steve Harper introduces the main elements of the reading method as follows:
Dailyness-moming and evening
Singleness ofpurpose-to know God's will;
Correlation-to compare Scripture with Scripture;
Prayerfiilness-to receive instmction from the Holy Spirit;
Resolution-to put into practice what is leamed. (31)
The Bible reading is quite extensive, although the limited ten-week period cannot
cover the whole Bible. John Wesley read the Bible systematically. The Wesleyan way in
this study means that a participant followed a table of daily readings. This approach
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allowed participants to read contextually rather than haphazardly. Because of the spiritual
heterogeneousness of the lay leader participants, the ten-week Bible reading assignment
remained grounded in Scriptural essentials.
Bible readings had a different emphasis each week. Participants followed a
specific Bible reading schedule taken from The New Student Bible:
1 . First week on becoming a Christian,
2. Second week on prayers of the Bible,
3. Third week on the Holy Spirit,
4. Fourth week on the life and teachings of Jesus,
5. Fifth week on the life and teachings ofPaul,
6. Sixth week on the Old Testament,
7. Seventh week on women of the Bible,
8. Eighth week on men of the Old Testament,
9. Ninth week on social justice, and
10. Tenth week on God and nature (11, 15).
The reading requirement was two chapters per day. Participants followed the given
reading schedule for each day.
Daily Prayer Model
The purpose of the daily prayer model was to set aside at least fifteen minutes
each morning for prayer and that as early as possible. Participants were to focus on
formative intensive prayer in their private prayer time. Nothing can substitute for prayer
as a formative instrument. Formative prayer in the Wesleyan context can be both written
and extemporaneous. The written prayer provided a focus for praying, and the
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extemporaneous prayers left room for spontaneity. The combination of the two prayer
styles, written and extemporaneous, meant that a sense of order and a plan for prayer time
was present. According to John Wesley, the more focus one brings to prayer, the more
formative it will be. Both morning and evening prayers are something one can cultivate
in order to get the mind ofChrist formed within themselves (Harper 20).
The Scripture assignment should be read before prayer time (see Appendix A).
The purpose ofprivate evening prayer was to set aside a minimum of fifteen
minutes at the end of the day. The Scripture reading assignment should be read before
prayer (see Appendix B).
Prayer in Wesleyan tradition is both a serious and a joyfiil thing. The one who
prays needs to be both committed and disciplined in his or her prayer time. Praying with
some sense of order and plan helps the one praying focus on things for which he or she is
praying. It is also the best way to avoid "wandering thoughts" while praying. According
to Wesley, written prayers can be used along with inspirational prayers.
Holy Communion
An important part of the personal devotion model was weekly participation in
Holy Communion. Every Wednesday night at 7:00 p.m., when the study group gathered
together, participants celebrated the Lord's Supper. I served Communion using an
abbreviated order.
Christian Conference
Meetings took place each week in the same classroom in the Fellowship Hall. In
the Wednesday night meetings, a different participant each week acted as leader and
facilitated the meeting and the time ofChristian conference. Participants discussed the
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past week's Scripture readings and talked about what they leamed and experienced
during the past week. Sharing was the important part here. No preaching occurred during
these sessions. A lay leader offered some leading remarks and prayer before communion.
The participants' joumals acted as an aid in this sharing.
Fasting
Fasting was included for every week's devotional model. Participants fasted on
any day of the week. The usual day was Wednesday because it was both the gathering
day and Communion day for participants. Fasting could be for whole or half days but was
not recommended for participants with health problems.
The Order for Weekly Meetings
The chosen lay leaders had their weekly meetings at 7:00 p.m. every Wednesday
during the ten-week period. The leader of the meeting chose songs and hymns for the
meeting being held. A short, opening prayer was offered at the beginning of each
meeting. The opening prayer was either extemporaneous or written. The leader of the
meeting or some other participant led the prayer. Christian conference based on the given
Scripture reading assignment for the past week was given time in every meeting.
The leader introduced the following questions regarding the past week's Bible
readings:
1 . Is there an example for me to follow?
2. Is there a sin for me to avoid?
3. Is there a command for me to obey?
4. Is there a promise for me to claim?
5. What does this passage teach me about God or Jesus Christ?
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6. Is there a difficuUy for me to explore?
7. Is there something in this passage that I should pray about today?
(Harper 32)
Questions helped participants to move from an informative level to a formative level.
Questions helped participants to focus on themselves and not someone else. For example,
John Wesley understood that self-examination is the conscious, disciplined opening of
oneself to be addressed by the Word.
The time ofChristian conference also gave participants an opportunity to give a
personal response to the Scriptures read at home before the meeting. In his book Shaped
by the Word, Robert Mulholland talks about the fransformational nature of Scripture:
[TJransformation is what can happen when we come to the scripture
formationally rather than informationally, when we allow the Word to
address us through the text, when we willingly take the posture of the
object that the text address rather than trying to control it. (59)
He also encourages the reader to ask the question, "God, what are you seeking to say to
me here?" (58).
Before Holy Communion, the leader of the meeting read or said a prayer and
perhaps read some Scripture referring to Communion. The pastor served Holy
Communion toward the end of the meeting. Silent prayer, intercession, and meditation
was used after having received Communion.
The weekly meetings did not last longer than sixty minutes. Less time was
acceptable, but longer than sixty minutes was not. If the meeting times had been longer,
interest might have decreased and caused problems for the purpose of this study.
Measuring Study Results
Participants kept a daily journal that later helped them to answer questions. The
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journal made keeping some important experiences in written form and good memory
possible. The journal was an important document for assisting the review and progress of
the study. In the begirming of the study, participants answered three questionnaires in
order to benchmark where they were spiritually. At the end of the ten-week period, the
participants again provided answers to the three questionnaires by referring to their
joumals to help refresh their memories.
After three and six weeks of the study, participants were asked a reflection
question to find out how this study impacted their personal spiritual lives and their
leadership tasks within the church during their study time.
A fourth questionnaire asked participants to provide answers in essay form to
cenfral questions arising from the study and was designed by the researcher. This
instmment allowed participants to clarify their own understanding of their own personal
spiritual development based on this study. It also allowed participants more freedom in
expressing the impact that the study had on their spiritual development.
Four Questionnaires
The purpose of each questioimaire is described below.
Religious Experience Questionnaire
"The Religious Experience Questionnaire [was] designed to measure personal
religious experience, which refers to the experienced reality of an affective relationship
with a personal, caring God" (Hill and Hood 218).
Religious Development Questionnaire
"The [questionnaire was] designed to measure the degree to which a person
embodies the priorities, commitments, and perspectives characteristic of vibrant and life
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transforming faith, as these have been understood in 'mainUne'" Protestant traditions
(Hill and Hood 171).
Religious Commitment Questionnaire
"The Salience in Religious Commitment Scale measures 'the importance an
individual attaches to being religious.' The authors designed and used the scale to
measure the extent to which individual adults consider their religious beliefs to be
important, both in general and when making decisions" (Hill and Hood 214).
Reflection Sheet
The fourth questionnaire was used at the conclusion of the study as a tool for
reflecting upon one's personal experiences.
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CHAPTER 4
FINDINGS OF THIS STUDY
The purpose of this ten-week project was to study the possible impact John
Wesley's model of a personal devotional life might have when used as a model for
personal spiritual formation and leadership training. A group of ten lay leaders from the
Taylorsville United Methodist Church were selected to take part in this study. John
Wesley educated spiritual leaders by placing the highest priority upon improving their
personal spirituality in the leadership training process. This is to say that he did not
practice leadership training for his leaders without a personal spiritual formation
component. Wesley believed that if one was spiritually mature, understanding the
importance of the leadership task within the church was then much easier. The purpose of
this study was to find out if this traditional model would still work in the postmodern
church environment in equipping and fraining spiritual leaders.
The three research questions formed the parameters of this study, while the
following questions helped to fill in these parameters: What were the ten lay leader
participants' spiritual levels and abilities to become effective leaders before the ten-week
study? What effect, if any, was brought about by this study based on Wesley's spiritual
formation model? Would this model make for more spiritual leaders? What was the
quality of this study? Is this model the solution for which pastors are looking in order to
improve the spiritual effectiveness of lay leadership in the local church?
The results reported in this chapter are based upon information gathered during
the ten-week study period. First, before the study began, the participants answered three
questionnaires in order to measure their spiritual levels. All three questionnaires
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measured different characteristics of their spirituality. The first questionnaire measured
spiritual experience. The second questionnaire measured spiritual development. The third
questionnaire measured spiritual commitment. The order of the three questionnaires
followed the Wesleyan understanding of spiritual growth. Three weeks into the study,
and again at six weeks, an additional questionnaire was given to the participants. This
reflection questionnaire was intended to be used to measure the degree to which the study
had impacted the participants' personal spiritual lives and their leadership in the church at
each stage. Participants were also asked to write a reflection paper at the end ofweek
three and again at the end ofweek six. This paper was to be limited to one page. The
reflection assignment served two purposes for the study. First, the reflection paper was to
yield more data from the ten-week study period. Secondly, the reflection paper was
designed to keep participants more focused during the study on the idea of the two major
issues of the study-personal spirituality and leadership.
The weekly meetings were an important part of the study for several reasons.
First, they were a place to obtain information and guidance from the instructor. Secondly,
they were a place to share experiences that, in themselves, were a part of their spiritual
formation and were thus reflected in the data collected. Thirdly, they were a time to
obtain spiritual experience that was designed to lead to spiritual development and
commitment. Lastly, they provided a time to ask questions and to give answers based on
the joumals and the Christian conferencing time. The Wednesday evening spiritual
formation session was designed to yield a very meaningfiil experience for the study in a
general way.
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Profile of Subjects
The study subjects were ten elected lay leaders from the Taylorsville United
Methodist Church. These ten, including both men and women, were active church
members and chairpersons in different ministerial areas. They were all lay members
doing church ministry along with their daily work. I acted as the instructor and advisor.
The study focused on investigating the ten-member group as a whole rather than focusing
on individual members of the group.
Display ofQuestionnaire Results
Right before the ten-week study period, participants were asked to answer
questionnaires 1 , 2, and 3 as pretest instruments to measure their stage of spirituality
before the project. The spirituality of the ten-person lay leader group was measured in
terms of spiritual experience (Questionnaire 1), spiritual development (Questionnaire 2),
and spiritual commitment (Questioimaire 3). Before answering the three questionnaires,
the participants were informed that if they had problems in answering any particular
question on any questionnaire, they could leave that question or response open.
Pretest Questionnaire 1
In measuring the religious experience of the group, the lay leaders were asked to
indicate, on a scale from 1 to 7, with 1 being Never and 7 being Always, how the
questionnaire statements reflected their religious experience (see Appendix C).
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Table 4. 1 . Pretest Results ofQuestionnaire 1
Question Number Mean Response
1 . I experience an awareness ofGod's love. 5.2
2. I pray privately in places other than church. 5.8
3. I experience feelings of anger or resentment toward God. 2.3
4. I ask God to forgive my sins. 5.8
5. I am afraid that God is going to punish me in some way. 2.7
6. When I have decisions to make in my everyday life, I fry to find
out what God wants me to do.
4.4
7. I experience the feeling that God is so big and important that he
doesn't have time for my personal problems.
2.3
8. I feel very close to God in prayer, during public worship, or at
important moments inmy life.
5.6
9. I experience awareness of God's influence in my daily life. 5.4
10. When I pray to God, I feel I'm having a conversation with a
close fiiend.
4.8
1 1 . My relationship to God is characterized by close fellowship. 4.8
12. I find myself doubting that God really exists. 1.7
Pretest Questionnaire 2
In measuring the religious development of the group, participants were again
asked to mark one answer for each statement as a pretest for the study. They were asked
to be as honest as possible, and using a graduated scale from 1 to 7, with 1 being Never
True and 7 being Always True, they were asked to gauge how true they believed the
statements were to them personally (see Appendix D). Appendix L provides a table with
the pretest results to Questionnaire 2.
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Pretest Questionnaire 3
Again as a pretest, participants were asked to choose the option that most
accurately reflected their thoughts or feelings by placing a check mark beside it (see
Appendix E). Two participants were not comfortable in answering these questions at all.
In responding to the first prompt, two lay leaders chosen the statement, "My
religious faith is important for my life, but not more important than certain other aspects
ofmy life." None chose to complete the statement with the words, "only ofminor
importance formy life, compared to certain other aspects ofmy life." The majority of the
participants, namely six, chose to say, "My religious faith is of central importance formy
life and would, ifnecessary, come before all other aspects ofmy Ufe.
In responding to the second question, none of the participants chose the statement,
"I seldom if ever base such decisions on my religious faith." Four chose "I feel that most
ofmy important decisions are based on my religious faith, and I usuallymake decisions
in a general, unconscious way." Two chose "I sometimes base such decisions on my
religious faith but definitely not most of the time." Finally, two also chose "I feel that
most ofmy important decisions are based on my religious faith, and I usually consciously
attempt to make them this way."
For the third question, participants were asked to respond on a graded scale of 1 to
4, 1 being Strongly Disagree and 4 being Strongly Agree, to the statement, "Without my
religious faith, the rest ofmy life would not have much meaning to it." The average score
from the group for this question was 3.6.
Reflection Sheet at Three Weeks
Participants were asked to reflect upon their personal experiences after the third
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week ofparticipation. How had this study impacted their personal spiritual lives and their
spiritual leadership tasks within the church? The reflection sheet was to be limited to one
page (see Appendix F). Three participants did not feel comfortable in reporting anything
at this point in the study. The following answers indicate only significant findings and are
some of the participants' reflections on this part of the study. They are written exactly as
they expressed them. Grammatical errors were not corrected.
Person 1 said, "[The] [s]tudy has caused me to be more deliberate and organized
in my reading and studying of the Bible." This person also stated, "I have more thoughts
and time into every day prayers."
Person 2 made the following statements:
[This] [s]tudy has provided dimensions of structure and depth inmy
devotional life.
Dr. Harper's book on devotional life in the Wesleyan tradition along
with apostle Paul's teachings about this issue was interesting and
inspirational start for this study.
The in-depth study and reflection affirms that my personal spiritual
growth with its ups and downs has continued over the years.
On my leadership in the church I have experienced that in order to
nurture others one must be nurtured.
Self-nurture through study and prayer, along with the nurture fi-om
fellow-Christians is vital to spiritual sustenance and growth.
I am reminded that as I nurture, I am being nurtured.
Person 3 stated, "I understand that the Bible study and prayer time is helping me
to grow as a Christian" and "My desire to study the Bible has increased." Regarding
prayer the participant said, "I am trying to make more praising a part ofmy prayer life.
This lay leader also made the following comments:
I do not know how to measure if the Bible study and prayer time have
impacted or improved my ability to serve in the leadership role that I have
in our church.
I have leamed some things from the Bible study that I believe can
help us as a church do the work God has called us to do.
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Person 4 made the following two comments, "I have tried to change the focus of
my prayers, more out frommyself and "I try to focus more on universal type problems
in my prayers."
Person 5 made the following comments about the Bible, "The Bible is becoming
more important," "I believe quality is more important than quantity in my readings" and I
am trying to put the Bible more in practiced." With regard to prayer, this person stated, "I
am more specific in my prayers" and, on the subject of leadership, said, "I don't see
myself as being a leader rather part of a whole."
Person 6 made the following comment about his/her devotional life, "I never had
a devotional life before I started this study," "Study has brought me closer to God,"
"I am more specific instead ofpraying in a general sense." This person also said, "I fiilly
intend to keep up this study ofGod's word after this program is over" and "[a]t this time I
cannot say if this has impacted my spiritual leadership task among the church."
Person 7 wrote with regard to the impact of the study on his/her devotional Ufe:
My personal spiritual life has been impacted by invoking a discipline in
everyday Bible study.
I feel I am doing what God would have me do by daily reading ofHis
word.
Reflection Sheet at Six Weeks
Participants were asked to reflect upon their personal experiences and on how this
study impacted their personal spiritual life and their spiritual leadership task in the
church. Again, reflections were to be limited to one page. Two participants did not feel
comfortable in reporting anything at this point in the study. The following answers
indicated only significant findings. The listed and selected items below contain variables
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within reflection answers.
Person 1 said, "I have no aspiration to have a leadership role and this has not
changed. I do continue to keep up the routine of study + prayer for this study."
Person 2 made the following comments, "At this point the influences of the study
on my spiritual and leadership development largely remain as previously stated" and
"[m]y review on Holy Communion has brought to me a fi"esh dimension of understanding
both the spirit and the practice of this sacrament."
Person 3 did not report anything at this time.
Person 4 made comments concerning Scripture and leadership, "The study has
helped me get into a more consistent pattern of reading the Scripture and broadening the
scope ofmy prayers," "[t]he Wednesday meeting has helped me better understand
passages that I find difficult to understand," and "I think the others are more qualified
leaders than I am."
Person 5 made comments on prayer and Bible study, "I feel I am more specific in
my prayers" and "[m]y Bible study time is now study time, really understanding what I
am reading." He or she also made the following comment, "I find myself still being
disobedient trying to do things my way instead ofGod's way."
Person 6 made the following short statements, "I feel I am somehow better person
now, more spiritual," "I feel I am blessed with all God has done for me in my life," "I
fully intend to continue this after this study is completed," and "I pray for the ministry
and for the programs of our church."
Person 7 made several varied statements, "I don't feel I am a leader in the
church," "Celebrating communion at our study has been very meaningful," "I feel God's
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presence and a special closeness to the other participants," "I feel God has been working
on me," and "I feel my need for God in a more profound way."
Person 8 did not report after three weeks but did report after six, making the
following comments, "This study has had a great impact on my spiritual life," "I feel
great need to learn more, "I feel it is my duty to help in the leadership of the church," and
"I may get more than I can give."
Person 9 had also not reported after three weeks. This person made the following
comments:
I beUeve that the Bible study and prayer time each morning is helping me
to grow in my Christian life.
I am also learning a great deal fi-om the other members of our class as
we discuss.
I pray that I will grow and make progress in living each day by the
principles ofGod's word.
As we share together in this studymy appreciation and respect for the
members of our class has grown along with my confidence in each of
them.
The other participants are great source of encouragement to me.
It is helpfiil to me as I serve in the leadership role that I have been
given in our church to know that I serve along side these brothers and
sisters in Christ.
All the participants did not feel they were ready to report anything special at this
point of the study. After three weeks, seven participants gave their report. After six
weeks, eight participants gave their report. I believe these changes are understandable. I
had informed participants that if any of them did not have anything special to report, they
did not need to report anything. The study would not have benefited ifparticipants had
manufactured answers without really having anything personal to say. At this point in the
study, I believed that an honest empty paper was better for the objectivity of the study
than any invented stories without real content.
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Posttest Questionnaire 1
After the fiill ten weeks of study, lay leaders were asked to indicate, on a scale
fi-om 1 to 7, 1 being Never and 7 being Always, how these statements reflected their
religious experience (see Table 4.2).
Table 4.2. Posttest Results ofQuestionnaire 1
Question Number Mean Response
1 . I experience an awareness ofGod's love. 5.8
2. I pray privately in places other than church. 5.8
3. I experience feelings of anger or resentment toward God. 2.0
4. I ask God to forgive my sins. 5.7
5. I am afraid that God is going to punish me in some way. 2.8
6. When I have decisions to make inmy everyday life, I try to find
out what God wants me to do.
5.4
7. I experience the feeling that God is so big and important that he
doesn't have time for my personal problems.
2.0
8. I feel very close to God in prayer, during public worship, or at
important moments in my life.
5.7
9. I experience awareness ofGod's influence in my daily life. 5.7
10. When I pray to God, I feel I'm having a conversation with a
close fiiend.
5.4
1 1 . My relationship to God is characterized by close fellowship. 5.3
12. I find myself doubting that God really exists. 1.8
Posttest Questionnaire 2
Participants were asked to mark one answer for each statement at the end of the
ten-week study. They were asked to be as honest as possible, answering how true they
thought the statements were to them personally using a graduated scale from 1 to 7, in
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which 1 represented Never True and 7 Always True. The results are summarized on a
table in Appendix M.
Posttest Questionnaire 3
Again, after ten weeks, participants were asked to choose the option that most
accurately reflected their thoughts related to commitment by placing a check mark beside
it. All ten participants answered these questions (see Appendix E).
With regard to the first statement, six participants chose the option, "My religious
faith is important for my life, but no more important than certain other aspects ofmy
life." No one chose to say "My religious faith is only ofminor importance formy life,
compared to certain other aspects ofmy life." The other four participants chose the
statement, "My religious faith is of central importance formy life and would, if
necessary, come before all other aspects ofmy life."
When answering the second question, no one responded with the statement, "I
seldom if ever base such decisions on my religious faith." Eight chose the statement, "I
feel that most ofmy important decisions are based on my religious faith, and I usually
make decisions in a general, unconscious way." No one chose "I sometimes base such
decisions on my religious faith but definitely not most of the time." Finally, two chose "I
feel that most ofmy important decisions are based on my religious faith, and I usually
consciously attempt to make them this way."
In responding to the third question, "Without my religious faith, the rest ofmy life
would not have much meaning to it," the average score from the group was 3.8 on a
graded scale from 1 to 4, 1 being Strongly Disagree and 4 being Strongly Agree.
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Posttest Questionnaire 4
Participants were asked to reflect upon the journal they kept during the ten-week
study fi-om the beginning to the end and to describe what the Wesleyan devotional
tradition meant to them today. They were asked to reflect upon their beliefs before the
study began and compare it to their beliefs after the study. Participants were also asked
how the study had affected their personal lives. They were asked to tell something about
some of themes they had leamed during the spiritual formation/leadership study. They
were also asked to indicate if their leadership was different after the study. The reflection
sheet was to be limited to 1 1/2 pages. Most of the answers were limited to one page. The
selected items below represent the answers that most characterized each person's
thoughts within each reflection sheet. Some reflections below are as they were written on
the reflection sheet, while others have been paraphrased or abbreviated. Only items felt to
be relevant were selected from each sheet. Selected items represented things the
participants considered spiritually important, either positive, negative, or neutral. All
participants responded to this questionnaire.
Person 1 made the following statements, "[The] [sjtudy has helped me to form a
better habit of reading the Bible," "[djevotional life has a discipline in it," "I try to study
as much as possible," and "I don't have plans to be involved in the leadership of the
church."
Person 2 made a large number of comments:
I am inspired and amazed by Wesley's devotional life.
From this study I have leamed much about the discipline, stmcture,
depth, commitment and comprehensive nature of the Wesley fradition.
I believe this study is tmly a model for the process of spiritual
formation ongoing growth.
My Bible study lacked consistent depth and stmcture which are
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essential to a fulfilling spiritual life.
I have gained knowledge and a renewed appreciation for the
leadership qualities.
I have find following characteristics important for a good leader:
faith, humility, courage, leading by example, sacrificial living, listening,
dependence on God.
I feel inspired to nurture these qualities inmy life and in the lives of
others.
The study discussions regarding grace and praise have been
affirming and they have strengthened my beliefs.
I desire to demonstrate grace and praise inmy relationships with
others, in leadership roles and in everyday life.
Ongoing spiritual formation is essential.
Person 3 made the following comments regarding the study thus far:
I was inspired by the strong daily devotional life of John Wesley.
Not only did it reaffirm the belief that prayer, Bible study, and Holy
Communion are central to a Christian spiritual life, it proved the
importance of developing a daily, structured routine for seeking to grow
closer to God.
The point that Wesley stressed quality instead of quantity was very
important to my own Bible study.
I reflect on what I've read and even re-read the chapter if I have
questions.
The importance of daily morning and evening prayer was helpful.
By having a more structured morning and evening prayer time + by
reading for quality I believe I can have a greater impact on those around
me.
These things will make me a more effective leader for God.
Person 4 stated that "[t]he most important experience to me was the idea of formative
training and personal spiritual development." This person also said that "[t]he ten-week
period of scheduled devotionwill be a building block ofmy own future church leadership
development."
Person 5 made the following comments:
Devotional life has become part ofmy daily routine.
Devotional life means today to me more than just prayer and Bible
study, it involves partaking of the Lord's Supper, fasting, and networking
with other Christians.
After this ten weeks study my Bible reading is a more quality way
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and askingmyself questions about what is it that I am reading.
When I read my Bible now I try to find the message.
I have leamed much new about Lord's Supper.
Devotions are not anymore something I must do, but something I
want to do.
My prayer life is better, and my prayers are more specific.
I use the guide for my praying, and I think I am more organized to a
way to pray.
I am glad I was able to be a part of this study.
Person 6 made the following comments conceming the study:
Prior this ten-week study I seldom had a devotional time each day.
That has all changed now-I read the Bible daily and I plan on
continuing this practice.
I prayed before this study, but my prayer life has more meaning and
more of a purpose now.
As a leader I feel that now I will be more open to the feelings and
opinions of others and that I will be more willing to step out and help
others with their problems.
I will respect other people's opinions even if there are different from
mine.
Person 7 made the following varied comments:
I had no particular expectations going into this study.
I have been stmck with the importance ofChristian conferencing.
Others offered valuable insights into my understanding of some of
the readings.
I have leamed that a disciplined devotional life may require sacrifice.
I have also leamed that this sacrifice is worth it.
My longing for a closer relationship with Christ and a more
committed Christian stance had not been fiilfiUed.
Perhaps a continued disciplined devotional life would be usefiil in
satisfying that longing.
Person 8 shared the following thoughts:
Before this study I knew daily devotions and prayer were important, but
now I see it as even more significant.
This study has given me more thirst for biblical knowledge.
My spiritual life was always important, but I feel it is more important
now.
I have begun to leam how to relate the Old Testament to the New
Testament.
To study forgiveness is a big one for me and I know I have to keep
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praying and working on that.
I will be more active in my devotional times and seek more
opportunities to study.
I will be more free to share my spiritual life with others.
Person 9 commented in the following ways:
To leam the daily devotional practice has been blessing to me.
I have leamed three following valuable lessons about daily
devotionals:
1 . Be faithfiil in having daily Bible study and prayer times.
2. The quaUty of time is more important that the quantity of time.
3. It is more important to know, understand and remember the
message of the scripture than it is to remember all the details.
When we read God's word we need to fry to find what is it God is
saying and teaching to me by this scripture.
After completing our lay leadership fraining session I have a new
understanding of leadership in the church.
Leading by personal example is more important than leading by
authority.
Based on our scripture studies on leadership I have leamed following
characteristics:
1. Be a servant
2. Be humble.
3. Be compassionate
4. Be surrendered to God's will.
5. Be sfrong in faith and tmst in God
These qualities come only from God.
Person 10 made the following comments about studying the Bible and God, "The
Bible study has helped me to understand God more," "[ujnderstanding God's love has
helped me to be more understanding toward others," "I believe that God has a purpose for
everyone," "I understand that God guides each and everyone of us in everyday life," and
"I noticed that the most common theme (in Bible) is love.
Journals
Participants kept a daily joumal of their experiences for the whole ten-week study
time. Joumals were not a public resource for this study but a personal resource for each
participant. A joumal was also used as a personal notebook to write up questions.
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concerns, findings, and experiences; therefore, joumals made up an important part of the
ten-week study project. Every Wednesday evening at seven o'clock when the weekly
gathering took place, the joumals were used as resources for asking questions regarding
the past week's Scripture readings, for sharing personal findings, or for simply reminding
participants of an experience that was important to share. Noticeable was the fact that the
joumal had been an important companion throughout the ten-week project. The joumal
will also continue to be an important personal resource for the participants as they
practice their daily devotions in the fiiture. Most of the questions regarding leadership
models participants found from the readings were written up in their joumals. Also,
questions and issues they found in the text were written up in their joumals. Every
Wednesday's Christian conferencing time gave answers or observations to write in their
joumals. This practice also made the joumals important learning instmments. The
joumal, therefore, had a significant impact on each participant's personal but also
common study.
Comparing Results before and after the Ten-Week Study
In order to indicate possible improvement in the area of spirituality, the results of
the pretest and posttest were compared.
Questionnaire 1
This questionnaire sought to measure spiritual experience. Twelve different
statements in Questionnaire 1 described spiritual experience. Based on average scoring,
spiritual experience had improved after the ten-week study in eight of the twelve items
(see Table 4.3). The average score remained the same on one of the items, specifically
item two, "I pray privately in places other than church" (average score remained 5.8).
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On one item the average score lowered after the study. That was item three, "I
experience feelings of anger or resentment toward God." This change is to be considered
as positive.
Table 4.3. Average Scores for the Pretest and Posttest Use ofQuestioimaire 1 Compared
Question Number Pretest
Mean
Response
Posttest
Mean
Response
1. I experience an awareness ofGod's love. 5.2 5.8*
2. I pray privately in places other than church. 5.8 5.8
3. I experience feelings of anger or resentment toward
God.
2.3 2.0
4. I ask God to forgive my sins. 5.8 5.7
5. I am afraid that God is going to punish me in some way. 2.7 2.8
6. When I have decisions to make in my everyday life, I
try to find out what God wants me to do.
4.4 5.4*
7. I experience the feeling that God is so big and important
that he doesn't have time formy personal problems.
2.3 2.0
8. I feel very close to God in prayer, during public
worship, or at important moments inmy life.
5.6 5.7
9. I experience awareness ofGod's influence in my daily
Ufe.
5.4 5.7
10. When I pray to God, I feel I'm having a conversation
with a close friend.
4.8 5.4*
1 1 . My relationship to God is characterized by close
fellowship.
4.8 5.3*
12. I find myself doubting that God really exists. 1.7 1.8
Combined Mean 50.7 53.4
* The changes in these scores were significant.
Spiritual experience had increased 10.5 percent during the ten-week study.
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In terms of spiritual experience, the study had significantly improved participants'
spirituality on the following levels:
1 . Experiencing an awareness ofGod's love in their lives,
2. Experiencing less anger or resentment toward God,
3. Experiencing turning to God and asking his advice when making decisions,
4. Experiencing prayer as having a conversation with a close friend, and
5. Experiencing a relationship with God characterized by close
fellowship.
Questionnaire 2
The second questionnaire measured spiritual development. This questionnaire
contained thirty-eight different statements describing spiritual development. The scale in
this questionnaire was quite large, covering spiritual development issues from different
areas of spiritual life, from deeply personal issues to society and civil rights issues. In
order to see the spiritual development in these different areas more clearly, I have put
these items in three tables. The first table represents items where change has been
significant at the personal spiritual development level. The second table represents items
where social, society, and political issues had significant changes in their spiritual
development. The third table represents items where the lower score signals positive
development.
In the first area, personal spiritual development spirituality developed at the level
of 1 1 .6 percent.
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Table 4.4. Significant Change at the Personal Spiritual Development Level
Question Number Pretest
Mean
Response
Posttest
Mean
Response
14. I seek out opportunities to help me grow spiritually. 4.2 5.5
15. I take time for periods of prayer or meditation. 5.1 5.7
24. My life is filled with meaning and purpose. 5.1 5.8
27. I am confident that I can overcome any problem or
crisis no matter how serious.
4.8 5.3
Table 4.4. Significant Change at the Personal Spiritual Development Level, continued
30. My life is committed to Jesus Christ. 5.6 6.3
32. I talk to other people aboutmy faith. 4.3 5.2
34. I have a real sense that God is guiding me. 4.6 5.5
38. I am spiritually moved by the beauty ofGod's creation
enough to help the poor.
4.2 4.8
fii some other items that were related to social, society, or political themes, the
changes were not significant, and average scores remained low. These low scores can be
a sign of low spiritual interest in some areas of this issue, although item 29 indicates quite
a large development in this particular issue as a whole. Spiritual development in this area
was 1 1 .2 percent in Questionnaire 2.
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Table 4.5. Significant Change in Spiritual Development in Society, Social, and Political
Issues
Question Number Pretest
Mean
Response
Posttest
Mean
Response
12. I take excellent care ofmy physical health. 4.6 5.0
16. I am active in promoting world peace. 2.0 2.5
28. I care a great deal about reducing poverty in the
United States and throughout the world.
4.4 4.7
29. I try to applymy faith to political and social issues. 4.8 5.6
In Questionnaire 2, the lower score indicated positive spiritual development.
Questionnaire 2 shows that spiritual development related to these issues had improved
1 1 .4 percent during the ten-week study.
Table 4.6. Positive Spiritual Development Indicated by Lower Score in Posttest
Question Number Pretest
Mean
Response
Posttest
Mean
Response
5. I tend to be critical of other people. 4.5 4.0
10. I have a hard time accepting myself 3.6 3.1
26. I believe that I must obey God's rules and
commandments in order to be saved.
3.2 2.5
3 1 . My life is filled with stress and anxiety. 5.0 4.5
Questionnaire 3
The participants were to choose among the statements the option that most
accurately reflected their thoughts or feelings by placing a check mark beside it.
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Before the ten-week study, two of the ten participants did not feel comfortable answering
the spiritual commitment questionnaire at all. After the ten week study, each of the ten
participants turned in their spiritual commitment questionnaires. Both before and after the
study. Christian faith was important to their lives, but no more important than certain
other aspects of their lives. However, it never had onlyminor importance for their lives.
Christian faith was very often of central importance for their lives and would, if
necessary, come before all other aspects of their lives.
Four participants before the study had indicated that most of their important
decisions were based on their Christian faith. Eight participants of ten had indicated after
the study that most of their important decisions were based on their Christian faith. This
change represents a 50 percent increase fi-om before to after the study; therefore, the
participants were more committed to basing their important decisions on their Christian
faith after the study than before the study. Two of the participants were ready to attempt
to make their most important decisions this way.
Before the study, only two of the participants chose the following statement
describing their faith, "My religious faith is important for my life, but no more important
than certain other aspects ofmy life;" after the study six chose this statement. No one
chose the statement, "My religious faith is only ofminor importance for my life,
compared to certain other aspects ofmy life" either before or after the study. Before the
study began, six agreed with the statement, "My religious faith is of central importance
for my life and would, if necessary, come before all other aspects ofmy life;" four agreed
with this statement at the end of the study.
With regard to the second question on questionnaire 3, no one chose the option, "I
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seldom if ever base such decisions on my religious faith" either before or after the study.
Before the study, four chose the statement, "I feel that most ofmy important decisions
are based on my religious faith, and I usually make decisions in a general, unconscious
way," and eight after the study. Two chose the statement, "I sometimes base such
decisions on my religious faith but definitely not most of the time" before the study and
no one after the study. Both before and after the study, two chose, "I feel that most ofmy
important decisions are based on my religious faith, and I usually consciously attempt to
make them this way."
The average score for question 3, "Without my religious faith, the rest ofmy life
would not have much meaning to it," was 3.6 before the study and 3.8 after the study.
This increase in score shows that their commitment to the Christian faith was fairly
strong at the beginning of the study, but it still improved after the study. Based on the
given answers in part two of this question, the participants' Christian faith became
significant in their decision making. Perhaps this improved commitment also affected
their answers in the last part of the question. In general, the participants' Christian
commitment had improved after the study, especially in the area of important personal
decision making.
The simple structure for each Wednesday conferencing time was appreciated (see
Appendix N). Each session was led by one of the participants. Each participant led the
meeting one time. The group selected a leader for the next session either at the beginning
of the meeting or after the meeting. The sixty-minute time limit was held and was
necessary in order to give sufficient emphasis to each part of the session.
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Christian Conference Time on Scripture Readings
Two different chapter readings were assigned for each day, one chapter in the
morning and one in the evening. Readings were a part of the participants' daily
devotional time along with prayer. The participants appreciated the thematic order of the
readings. Each week had a different theme, in order to try and cover as many biblical
issues as possible. The reading schedule was selected from The New Student Bible,
expanded and updated. New International Version. Which bibUcal themes created the
most discussion, questions, or spiritual experiences was not apparent; however, the
conversation was very lively during the weekly conferencing time that focused on the
Scripture readings. Many of the questions raised by some of the participants did not get
enough attention, although conversation remained active and seemingly constructive. The
ten-week Scripture reading schedule was printed on a handout that was easy to read. To
the side of each reading item was a place for the participants to indicate their daily
reading accomplishments.
Holy Communion
Holy Communion was a part of the Wednesday formative session. It also became
a serious topic of conversation, brought up by some of the participants, on at least three
different occasions during the conference time. Each time, the group came to a
conclusion conceming how Wesley made the Holy Communion a vital part of the
devotional life. Harper's book, which had been provided as a preparation resource for
each participant, most likely strengthened their understanding ofHoly Communion.
Harper's book was referred to each time the group discussed the Holy Communion issue.
Measuring the immediate impact ofHoly Communion as a part ofWednesday's
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formative session was difficult. In three of the ten reflection sheets (Questionnaire 4), the
importance ofHoly Communion was mentioned. Participants believed that this study had
brought them closer to the real meaning of that sacrament.
Prayer Models for Morning and Evening Devotions
In five of the ten reflection sheets (see Appendix F), participants mentioned that
the structured prayer enabled them to widen their prayer area and to cover more than just
their own personal life in their prayers. Especially those participants who admitted they
had not been very good in systematic prayer found the structured prayer model helpfiil to
them. The prayer model for the morning prayer contained the following parts: adoration,
thanksgiving, decision, guidance, intercession, petition, and meditation. The equal
evening prayer contained the following parts: review of the day, confession,
thanksgiving, and before sleeping, committing yourself to God again.
In the Wednesday night meeting, participants were encouraged to use both
inspirational prayers and written prayers. Sometimes a written prayer was used by the
person who led the meeting. Paul Chilcote's book. Praying In the Weslevan Spirit: 52
Prayers for Today, was one of the prayer books used. The Lord's Prayer was used several
times. Using inspirational prayers in the Wednesday session was more common.
Major Findings
Spiritual experience increased 10.5 percent during the ten-week study. In terms
of spiritual experience, the study had significantly improved participants' spirituality on
the following levels:
1 . Experiencing an awareness ofGod's love in their lives,
2. Experiencing less anger or resentment toward God,
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3. Experiencing turning to God and asking his advice when making decisions,
4. Experiencing prayer as having a conversation with a close friend, and
5. Experiencing a relationship with God characterized by close fellowship.
Spiritual development in the area ofpersonal spirituality improved at the level of
11.6 percent during the ten-week study. In some of the items that were related to social,
society, or political items, the changes were not significant and very little development in
any direction occurred. The area in which spiritual development took place was limited.
Spiritual commitment was high at the level ofpersonal decision making and
lifelong commitment to God, although the personal commitment level to God was fairly
high at the beginning of the study.
The Reflection sheet pointed out how the participants' abilities to become better
leaders had improved in general. Some lay leaders did not consider themselves to be
leaders at all. The participants were interested in Christian leadership and its nature. Their
passion for Christian leadership was high. They wanted to move fiirther in the area of
Christian leadership. Their commitment level to Christian leadership was good.
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CHAPTER 5
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Finding candidates for this study from the Taylorsville United Methodist Church
was not difficult. Close relationships between lay leaders and the pastor seemed to help
the leaders in making their commitment to this study. Laymembers' genuine and honest
interest in learning something new for their personal spiritual lives was also essential.
After receiving personal invitations from the pastor to participate in this study, some of
the lay leaders asked if this study would just be the "normal fraining" that they had taken
before or if it was "something different." Behind this question, I heard, "Will it be just a
normal information sharing fraining period, or is there something formy soul?"
"Something formy soul" was the guiding idea for this study. Asking for something for
the soul is the most important request anyone can make within church ministry. My
personal opinion before this study, and even more after this study, is that if the training or
study within churches does not give something for the souls of the participants, then it
should not exist. Many have had deeply boring training session experiences in which
their hands are full ofhandouts and copies with no satisfactory explanation as to why
they have really been provided. Perhaps the only spiritual offering from that kind of
fraining session was a short opening prayer, even though the goal of the training was to
equip spiritual leaders for the ministry of the local chiirch.
One of the basic goals of this study was to prove that a spiritually formative
component is necessary in lay leadership fraining. The participants' question, "Is there
something for my soul?" needs to always be the guiding reality in planning leadership
fraining for the local United Methodist church. Spirituallymature and trained lay leaders
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can do marvelous things within their churches. They will be leaders who can pull their
ministry forward. Lay leaders who do not have a personal, spiritual component in their
leadership task cannot really see the whole meaning of their lay ministry. Their
leadership is then without a personal spiritual view and sharing. They may lead things but
not people, who are the most important component in every Christian ministry.
Interpretation ofData
This section highlights conclusions taken from the ten-week spiritual formation-
lay leadership study for the ten lay leaders of Taylorsville United Methodist Church. The
main variable of this study was spirituality. It was measured at three levels: spiritual
experience, spiritual development, and spiritual commitment. The subjects were the same
throughout the study-the ten selected lay leaders. The goal of this study was to determine
if the ten-week class improved lay leaders' spirituality at all three levels. Again, based on
Wesleyan theology, if the spirituality of the ten lay leaders had improved in terms of
spiritual experience, development, and commitment, I would conclude that the
spirituality of the lay leadership had also improved within the ministry in the local
church. I present four interpretations of the data.
Beginning of the Process
Two weeks before the ten-week study, the preparatory reading material was given
to each of the participants. Because the task was to study the effectiveness of the daily
devotional program in lay leadership spiritual fraining based on John Wesley's theology,
finding reading material from that subject area was important. Steve Harper's book.
Devotional Life in the Weslevan Tradition, was a good choice. Harper's presentation was
large enough to give theological and practical insight for the subject the participants were
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supposed to study. The book was neither too large nor too complicated to serve as basic
reading for laity. The participants praised Harper's book in many of their responses.
Some of the participants said that Harper's book was an "eye - opening" experience with
regards to Wesleyan theology on devotional life. Thinking of the goal of this study, that
kind of feedback conceming the preparatory reading material was, of course, very
encouraging.
The reading assignment started the ten-week study process. The preparatory
reading assignment was both a formative and informative experience for participants. It
also gave them a clear vision ofwhat was to come during the coming ten-week study
project. John Wesley's words, "O Begin! Fix some part of every day for private
exercises. Whether you like it or no, read and pray daily. It is for your life; there is no
other way; else you will be a trifler all your days," printed on the first page ofHarper's
book became a motto to some of the participants (Devotional Life In the Weslevan
Tradition).
The difficulty ofmeasuring study results with this kind of subject became very
clear. Although many instmments were used for data collection, the use of this large
number of instruments did not allow for anything more than mainline implications to be
drawn after the study was completed. This subject is discussed even more in the
limitations of the study.
The Study Improved Spiritual Experience
The spiritual starting point for the ten lay leaders was not low. Their level of
spiritual experience was clearly above average; therefore, their ability to become
effective spiritual leaders was good. However, the ten-week intensive program
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significantly strengthened certain areas of their spiritual experience. The average score of
the ten participants improved by almost three points in the area of spiritual experience.
The following areas in spiritual experience improved the most.
After the study the participants experienced more ofan awareness ofGod's love.
Theologically, this is a very important experience. According to Wesley personal
salvation is based on God's ultimate love. IfGod's love is not involved in the Christian's
life and ministry, then they are worth nothing. Salvation is based on love. If the study
moved the ten lay leaders to experience more of this very essential issue in their Christian
life, then it was a positive experience. In Wesleyan tradition the experience of God's love
is also important for the personal sanctification process. Sanctification is actually God's
gift, just as love is God's gift. Love "has been poured into our hearts through the Holy
Spirit" (Rom. 5:5). In the Wesleyan tradition, this experience is repeatedly highlighted as
the culmination of the new birth and the beginning of sanctification, which is the
particular mark of a "Methodist."
Kleiber and Marquardt write in their book. Living Grace, "Sanctification and the
holy Christian life receive a positive meaning only through God's love" (290). Because
love in Wesleyan theology is necessary for sanctification, it is also necessary for the
believer's daily duties within Christian ministry. In practice, sanctification means that
Christ has been able to master the Christian's heart, life, and ministry. This part of
sanctification is social and practical; it is something that comes out of a behever's daily
ministry and endeavors. The word "awareness" is important here because it
communicates that God's love is not just a feeling but is a part of the behever's
continuing experience. Sanctification is then awareness ofGod's love. Those who know
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God's love are freed from egotism. Their lives are not simply self-centered anymore but
Christ-centered and service centered. The group of ten lay leaders experienced more of an
awareness ofGod's love and, as a result, became more available for his ministry as well.
Their leadership will be different, too.
The second positive outcome in the area of spiritual experience was that their
anger and resentment toward God had declined. This decrease in anger can be both a
spiritually and mentally positive experience. It can be a sign of a deeper obedience to
God's will. If spiritual experience frees people from continuing criticism in their daily
ministries, it can make them more available for the ministry. A person who is freed from
anger and resentment can be more cooperative. Cooperation is a very important issue in
church ministry. Christian ministry often fails because of lack of cooperation. The first
outcome regarding God's love experience and the second regarding declined anger and
resentment must have something to do with each other. For people to have anger and
resentment toward God that affect their job and family environment is not abnormal. This
negative influence can also affect a Christian's leadership task within the church.
The third thing that improved in the area of spiritual experience was that they
wanted tofind out more about what God wanted them to do. This is to be considered an
improvement. In Wesleyan tradition God speaks to humans, and he speaks to individual
people. Those who are Christians are able to hear and to respond to God, making every
Christian very important to God and important to ministry. Ifpeople want to know more
about what God wants them to do, this desire must be considered a positive spiritual
experience. God makes this willingness possible, although this willingness is natural
because God has made people in his image. To ask things from God is a very positive and
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biblical practice. To ask God's guidance and leading is also biblical. After the ten-week
study, the lay leaders were more willing to try to find out what God wanted them to do.
According to the study, this willingness was present almost all the time. From a practical
point of view, the possible results within churches if lay leaders spent much of their time
before God, asking God what he wanted them to do in ministry, would be easy to
understand. This kind of attitude would be revolutionary and have a very strong impact
on Christian ministry.
The fourth area in the Christian experience that had improved was prayer life.
Whilepraying they believed they were having a conversation with a close friend. In the
Wesleyan tradition, prayer is one of the means of grace. It is not just an instrument
believers use when they want to ask things from God; it is an instrument through which
God ministers to lives and makes them more mature. John Wesley thought that a
believer's prayer life is so important to God that God does nothing except answer prayer.
Closeness is an important word here because being close to someone can take people's
fiill attention. This means that most of the time when they prayed, they felt that it was
more than one way talking but conversation with someone they knew well. When
intimate conversation is present in prayer, it deepens the prayer life and makes it more
effective. This kind of intensive prayer life proves the Wesleyan statement on prayer is
correct. Nothing can substitute for prayer in maintaining the spiritual life.
The fifth area that improved during the study was the participants' relationship
with God. This change in relationship is reflected in the following statement: Their
relationship to God was characterizedmore by closefellowship. Based on the results,
this experience had improved remarkably. The fifth improved area strengthened the
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direction in which this group often lay leaders was heading in their experiences. God
became more real to them. Their trust in God improved because they thought that
knowing God's will was important. Their prayer life was transformed more toward
dialogue, conversational style prayer than only one-way asking. Experiencing closeness
with God in their prayer life had already characterized their relationship to God. That
relationship moved more toward close fellowship.
Christian Development Improved in Most of the Thirty-Eight Issues
Questioimaire 2 contained thirty-eight different items, to measure development
(see Appendix D). A large number of very different areas of the Christian life were
included, hi the Wesleyan tradition, the term "development" is not used in describing
change at the level ofpersonal Christianity. Instead a phrase or term such as "growing
toward Christian maturity" or "sanctification" is used. In the Wesleyan tradition,
sanctification is divided into at least two parts: personal sanctification and social
sanctification. Some of the issues in Questionnaire 2 were related to personal
sanctification and many to social sanctification. They are both important in Christian
"development."
After having positive experiences, described in the first questionnaire, their
development still moved on. The issues that were clearly related to their personal spiritual
life and to maintaining their personal spiritual life had developed. The area where they
developed most was in the way they sought out opportunities to help themselves grow
spiritually. The following areas had developed the most:
� They took more time for periods ofprayer or meditation;
� They believed their lives were filled with more meaning and purpose; and.
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� According to their responses, their hves were much more committed to Jesus
Christ.
hi these issues, a huge 1 .3 score point difference existed between the starting point and
the end of the ten-week study. This is not surprising because the ten-week study
emphasized personal spiritualitymore than anything else.
Issues that had been personally negative characteristics also developed a lot. The
following areas are examples of development:
� They were less critical of other people;
� They were better at accepting themselves; and,
� They had less stress and anxiety.
The study did not seem to affect them much in the way of social or society issues. For
example, the development was a 0.2 score point for the following statement, "I am active
in efforts to promote social justice." With regards to the first item, "I am concerned that
our country is not doing enough to help the poor," the score declined by a 0.5 point after
the study. In other words the groups were, for some reason, more concerned about this
issue before the study than after the study. The only explanation for this is that the group
put more of their attention on personal spirituality issues after the study than on society or
social issues. The score point (4.9) was exactly the same after the study and before the
study for the following statement, "I think Christians must be about the business of
creating international understanding and harmony." They also did not show much
development, if any, in issues conceming minorities and feminism.
Based on this definition, the development occurred in very personal areas of their
Christianitymore than in social or society issues. I believe this outcome had much to do
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with the structure of the ten-week program, even though the following themes such as
"social justice" and "women of the Bible" were represented in their Bible study
curriculum.
The reflection questions after the third and sixth week studies focused more on
personal spirituality and personal leadership areas.
Improved Commitment
The third main area of this study was to measure possible improvement in
spiritual commitment. According to Wesleyan theology, the meaning of spiritual
experience is to lead one to spiritual growth and holiness (development). Holiness is the
empowering element for Christian commitment. Christian experience, growth
(development), and commitment are all important parts ofbecoming a real disciple in the
Wesleyan understanding. The scale that was used for measuring conmiitment was divided
in three parts. Section one was generally about commitment to the Christian faith. The
second section in this scale was about how to practice Christian commitment in their
daily decision making. The third section in this scale was about how important their
commitment is for the rest of their lives. The commitment of the group improved at every
level of the scale. Their general commitment to Christian faith improved in the first
section. The second section made clear how to base more of their everyday decision
making on their Christian commitment. The last section showed the continuity of their
commitment. The group believed that the rest of their lives would not have much
meaning without their spiritual commitment. The score was high, 3.8 of a 4.0 maximum.
High commitment level is very important for the positive study result. The group
was ready to keep this commitment, and they believed that without their commitment
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their lives would not be verymeaningful. The high commitment level comes very close
to the basic idea ofWesleyan spiritual leadership training. The class meetings or group
meetings in Wesleyan theology were not only to provide spiritual experiences for
participants, but the gatherings were to improve participants' spiritual growth and
commitment to Christian service.
The Time before the Study
The three pre-study questionnaires reviewed the spiritual starting point of the
group. In measuring spiritual experience, the difference between the starting point and
after the ten-week study was almost three score points. The difference was clear,
although changes and improvements were remarkable only in certain issues in spiritual
experience. The other two questionnaire results moved in the same direction. The starting
point of this group was not spiritually bad. For example, they all were responsible and
active members in differentministry areas.
Based on Wednesday meetings, joumals, and reflection papers, the following
areas were weak before the ten-week study for most of the participants:
� Regular prayer life in the evenings and in the momings,
� Systematic Bible study and Bible reading every moming and every evening,
� Fasting,
� Understanding the Wesleyan devotional tradition,
� Understanding the meaning ofHoly Communion, and
� Understanding the importance of their leadership task.
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Encouraging after Study Improvement
The study showed positive change occurring in all three levels of spirituality. The
ten lay leaders were more motivated for spiritual experiences. They were more open for
spiritual development, and they were more committed to the new spiritual direction in
which they were heading. Their attitudes and excitement had improved as well. In
Questionnaire 4, they also expressed their future commitment to continue on the deeper
spiritual path they had found. Based on this study, they took an important step toward a
more spiritually mature lay leadership ministry within their local church. They also came
to know how personal spirituality and leadership tasks go together. In other words a
spiritual leadership task does not exist apart from the leader's personal spirituality. One's
spirituality is an important and necessary part of one's spiritual leadership task. To
improve the spirituality of the local lay leadership means to improve their personal
spirituality on at least the following three levels: experience, development, and
commitment.
Wesley's Model Can Be a Fantastic Starting Point in Training Lay Leaders
The main idea in Wesleyan leadership training was to give the ministry to whom
it belongs-the laity. The beginnings of the Methodist movement were characterized by a
double strategy whose goal was to win persons for life with Christ and to lead them upon
that path. This study showed that this traditional strategy still works in a postmodern
church environment. John Wesley's spiritual formation and leadership training that was
based on his means ofgrace doctrine can be an effective method in equipping lay leaders.
A spiritually effective and mature lay leader can inspire fellow members to move along
the lay leadership path. Lay leaders' commitment to continue their spiritual and daily
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exercises is essential and will prove the effectiveness of this treatment.
Taylorsville United Methodist Church is a typical small membership church
outside of the Louisville metropolitan area. This type of leadership training can be very
beneficial in a small membership church where resources, especially financial, are
limited, because not much cost is involved in terms ofmaterial or instructional expenses.
Many small membership churches would like to start working on lay leadership training,
but they believe they do not have enough resources to do it. This study provides an
encouraging experience with curriculum that would be a starting point for equipping laity
in local small membership United Methodist churches. It is also a very "Methodist" way
to improve the ministry of the lay leadership at the local congregational level.
Importance of Selecting the Right People for Training
The United Methodist yearly nomination system for laity gives a potential
selection of responsible people who can be chosen for this kind of leadership training.
Committee chairpersons and members, the lay leader, worship leaders, small group
leaders, Sunday school teachers, youth leaders, etc., are all people, according to the
United Methodist laity nomination system, who are supposed to be leaders for or within
their ministry area. The ten lay leaders who were selected for this study from the
Taylorsville United Methodist Church were those based on this United Methodist idea of
lay leadership.
The ten-member lay leader group was well-motivated and cooperative for the ten-
week study. They also had a passion for Christian leadership. Dale Galloway says that
passion comes and increases from spending time with others who are passionate (On
Purpose Leadership 14). As lay leaders they were asked to participate in this study, but
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they were also told that their participation was deeply dependent on their personal
willingness. Deep motivation and the personal willingness of the group to participate
were the key issues
tested as the training process moved on. As an instructor for the group, I could sense
deeper and deeper feeling of togetherness among the ten. This sense of togetherness was
a very important experience for the common leadership task of the group. Feelings of
togetherness are a basic element for fiuitful cooperation between lay leaders.
The koinonia of the Christian life is experienced in its most typical and intensive
form in the smaller groups ofMethodism. Whether or not Wesley's classes present a
viable model for the structuring and nurture of that kind of fellowship (koinonia) has
sometimes been disputed, yet to see this model ofChristian cooperation working within
the ten lay leaders during the ten-week study was rewarding. What was distinctive about
the Wesleyan group model, and what could be reclaimed for the present day?
In Wesley's time every local fellowship was composed of groups of about twelve
members who had a layperson as leader. What was distinctive about these "classes" was
the accountability they provided with respect to both participation in the weekly meeting
and also the preparedness to speak about the faith and discipleship of the group members
and, thereby, to "watch over one another in love" as Wesley often said (qtd. in Kleiber
341). Class leaders were carefixlly selected. The whole idea ofWesleyan spiritually
formative lay leadership training in Wesley's time was to make it well functioning in
practice. The ten-week leadership study within Taylorsville United Methodist Church
was obedient to this model and idea. It was spiritually formative leadership training for a
well-selected group of lay leaders who were willing and motivated to study, leam.
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experience spiritual growth, and to put things they leamed in practice in their local
ministry.
Relation of Results to Previously Published Studies
After hearing about my dissertation plan, I was given the title of Steve Harper's
work and encouraged to study his findings conceming the Wesleyan devotional life,
which I did long and carefully. Steve Harper's dissertation work along with his practical
guide to the Wesleyan devotional tradition gave me powerfiil insights to move into this
project, which had been on mymind ever since I started my studies in this doctoral
program.
Steve Harper's study was generally on Wesley's devotional tradition and thus
differed in purpose from my own. I wanted to study spiritual formation and leadership
within the same tradition by putting the earliest and the most recent knowledge of
Wesley's devotional studies into practice. My work, therefore, had a practical purpose
rather than being focused on making scholarly revolutionary findings. After having
started my serious extended Wesley studies in 1999 at Asbury, my attitude became, "And
what I thus leam, that I teach" (Wesley, Sermons 20) This work has been largely an
attempt to put all the information that I leamed about Wesley's devotional tradition in
practice for the lay leadership training in my current pastoral duty. This has made my
study more beneficial for both the church and for me.
Harper talks about three traditional Wesleyan insights on spirituality, namely
experience, holiness, and commitment. I wanted to make these three spiritual
characteristics ofWesleyan tradition main areas in measuring spirituality and its possible
growth in this leadership study. Spirituality served as a variable in this project.
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Spirituality was measured from the following three factors: experience, development, and
commitment. The ten-week spiritual formation and leadership study used these main
ideas to measure the change of the three main factors in the area of spirituality.
According to Harper's presentation, these three characteristics in Wesleyan spirituality
had been main factors in early Methodists' leadership fraining as well. Studying the
effectiveness of the Christian experience, development, and commitment was the golden
bridge that united these two Wesley studies projects. Harper's and my own. The
Wesleyan devotional life tradition was dominated by these three spiritual factors of
experience, development, and commitment and provided practical frames and guidelines
for this leadership study. Not only that, but they also provided the content of the
characters of the Christian lay leader.
Practical Findings and Further Studies
One thing this study definitely pointed out was that room exists within local
congregations for spiritually mature lay leaders. Perhaps the time has come for more and
more spirituallymature laypeople to take charge of their local congregations. This study
very clearly pointed out the relationship between spiritual growth and the spiritual
availability of lay leaders. Questionnaire 4 gave an excellent opportunity for the ten
participants to reflect freely upon their thoughts and personal findings (see Appendix F).
The participants were encouraged to reflect on what the Wesleyan devotional tradition
meant to them today based on the joumal they kept during the ten-week study. They were
asked to compare the time before the study to the time after the ten-week period. They
were asked how the study affected their personal spiritual lives. They were asked about
the themes they had possibly leamed during the study period. Then at the end of the
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reflection sheet, they were asked how their leadership would be different after this study.
This questionnaire was meant to provide a place and time for them to discuss some of the
areas they wanted to talk about but were not covered in the questions. All ten reflection
sheets told about wonderfiil spiritual changes the participants noticed in their personal
spiritual lives. This short study was a life-changing experience formany of the
participants. The change that had taken place occurred at the level of their personal
spirituality. This kind of feedback needed to be taken seriously.
People cannot make things spiritual; rather, real spiritualitymust be expressed
through concrete acts ofdaily living. Some of the basics for these acts are a personal
experience of God and his mercy, then growth (development), and commitment. The ten
lay leaders noticed the change that occurred in their lives. Nothing can be a more
powerful indicator for the ministry than spiritually positive change. If this study was able
to bring positive change in terms of spirituality to the ten lay leaders, much good can then
occur within their local church. Ministrymay start moving toward the goal about which
Wesley talked, namely toward improving general or social spirituality.
ForWesley spirituality was never just individual but something that brought
social good for the Christian community and the surrounding society. The positive study
result will be tested in practice by these factors. Real spiritual renewal should bring
positive expression by "doing good" for other people. Doing good in a spiritual context
means feeding the hungry, providing clothing and shelter, and visiting the sick and
prisoners. The second sign of real spiritual renewal is a growing concern for lost souls.
Any spirituality that ignores the eternal destiny of others is actually foreign to the
Wesleyan spirit of real Christianity. The third factor that tests the real spiritual change
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among the ten is the positive ethic shown within their homes, jobs, and among friends.
The group was also ready to look forward to continuing their Wesleyan studies on
spiritual formation and leadership. Plans have been made in order to extend the good ten-
week experience that provided a kind of awakening for the ten to move on in their
spiritual journeys and to become better leaders in the Wesleyan tradition. The next step
for the ten would be to start spiritual formation/leadership training groups within their
ministry areas under their personal leadership. This step would extend and multiply the
positive spiritual influence ofwhich they have been a part during the ten-week training.
Such expansion of groups would bring Wesley's phrase alive: "What I thus leam, that I
teach" (Sermons 20)
Other scholarly studies could include focusing on some ministry area and
repeating the process in order to increase the nimiber ofparticipants. This would involve
studying the result of such a study on the entire congregation and exploring the impact of
key lay leaders on the change process. Someone might offer this study for youth and
young couples, because they have a lot of energy and are maybe even more capable of
becoming indicators for spiritual change. Future research should include a larger group of
people and a time period longer than ten weeks, allowing more generalizability for the
study. Leadership study should also be emphasized more in its own right, especially
toward the end of the study time.
Limitations of This Study
I have heard someone say that trying to measure spirituality and putting it into a
certain format is as easy as writing a letter on the air. One major problem of this study
was finding a tmstworthy and functional way to measure spirituality and its different
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features as a phenomenon. Another challenge was not just to study results but to
recognize important details throughout the process and to make sense of them for the
study results. The chosen method seemed to work, but I am also sure that it was not
capable of indicating all the different emphases along the way that should be a part of the
data interpretation. The interpretation was clearly focused on the general impact of the
devotional life. The interpretation operated only at three main, although limited, levels.
The study was not large enough to make more conclusions than those that were made,
based on the study method.
Because of the fairly short, ten-week study time, the study affected participants
more at the cognitive and affective levels. According to very positive study results at the
three spirituality levels, the study served well as a wake up call. One conclusion after the
study might be a statement such as, "They are now awake, what's next?" The posttest
results pointed out positive changes in the participants' spiritual awareness very clearly.
Behavioral changes within the participants were also found, but deeper and remaining
behavioral changes may require longer than a ten-week treatment. The ten-week study
was an excellent input towards deeper spirituality and better leadership, but it will require
continuity in order to get fruit that remains.
The unknown question of this study was how much the bias of self-report affected
the study results. In other words, the participants wanted to please their instructor with
their answers. As pastor and instructor, I wanted to emphasize to the group many times
that this was not a, "Let's help out our pastor study," but an honest objective study on
spiritual leadership.
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Epilogue
The ten-week study project was a challenging and inspiring experience. It was
perhaps the most exciting experience to date in my current pastorate. The study was an
academic experience along with a spiritual growth experience, not only for the ten lay
leader participants, but also for me as their pastor and instructor. This study was, in part,
an important answer to me personally ofhow to get a larger number ofordinary church
people more excited about what they can do within their home churches. I beheve that the
question of improving the spirituality of laity and getting them more involved in larger
numbers in the ministrywill determine the effectiveness of today's church. According to
my knowledge, three basic things hinder Christian ministry in today's churches. The first
of the limits is the poor activity of laity. The second limit is the pastor's lack of interest in
doing anything about the problem. The third limit is the poor cooperation between laity
and pastor. This lack of cooperation is a consequence of the first two hindrances to
Christian ministry in the local church. This study was used to diminish this problem
within my current pastoral ministry. The pastor's responsibility is to make sure that the
next pastor finds the ministry more available to God and more mature in the three basic
issues of laity activity, pastor's attitude toward laity, and cooperation between clergy and
laity.
My family came to Taylorsville UMC at the end of June 1999 from Helsinki,
Finland. We moved into the parsonage on Thursday, and my first services were supposed
to take place on the coming Sunday. The country was new. I had visited briefly in the
USA some years ago; my family had never been in the USA before. The language was
new, and, of course, I did not know anyone in the town or within the church. The district
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superintendent said he wished he could stay with me on my first Sunday, but he had to
follow up on many other moving pastors and their families during the week. He said he
did not have any problem believing that I would manage just fine. The former pastor had
provided me with some names and phone numbers in case I happened to need something.
He left that piece ofpaper somewhere in the parsonage where he believed I could find it.
I called the first person on the list and introduced myself and asked him what his position
in the church was. He said he was a lay leader. I asked him to come over to the parsonage
on Friday evening so that we could talk about the coming weekend and services. He
promised to come. On Friday night the smiling and nice lay leader came over. After
talking about us and about his family, I asked how he thought we might work out the first
service on Sunday. He said, "Well pastor, I think it is pretty much kind of your business.
We are happy to hear you preaching and leading the service and to meet your family." I
said, "I really do not want to make my first service as a one-man show." Then I asked if
he believed someone could lead the service. He said, "Oh sure, the church is fiill of good
people." I asked him who had led their services before. He said that the pastor had
mostly done it. I asked if someone could lead the singing. He said, "Oh yes, we have
many good singers in the church." I asked him who had led the singing before. He said
the pastor had often led it because he had a beautiful voice and played guitar as well.
Then I asked him if he knew someone who could read the Scripture. He said, "Oh yes,
anybody can do it." I asked him who had done it before. He said the pastor had done it
most of the Sundays right before his preaching. Then I said to him that from now on the
current pastor would not lead worship services, lead the singing, or read the Scripture
readings, but he would share these responsibilities with capable laity. I asked him if he
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thought these changes would work. He smiled and said, "Pastor, I am sure it will work."
It has worked well. After being involved in the full-tune ministry for more than twenty
years, I do not want to be a "gifted" pastor who can do everything alone. The worship
service should never be a one-man show but allow for the sharing of responsibilities.
As I said before, sometimes pastors do not realize the amount of talents and
spiritual gifts God has provided for the church in laypeople. If they are not active in
ministry, the reason can lie within them, the pastor, or in the ministry culture of that local
congregation. The pastor is supposed to be sensitive to these -limits and start working on
them in order to improve the spirituality of the church. So many, especially small
membership United Methodist churches, are breathing only through their pastors and it is
wrong. The reason for the poor activity of laity may be attributed to the poor way they
maintain their personal spirituality. If a person's heart and soul are not involved in the
ministry, nothing really works. At the same time, most of our laypeople are working
everyday, and many of them have more than enough responsibilities from their jobs. If
the church ministry is nothing else but an additional amount of "problems" on their plate,
no wonder they are not interested in getting involved. I personally believe that every
training session or committee meeting for laity, provided by the local church, district, or
conference, should contain a large spiritual formation component so that those who
attend the training session find something for their souls and not just new information on
how they should do their job within the church. Improving the spirituality of laity does
not just happen but requires long-term planning, training, an attitude of change, and a
deep cooperation between the laity and pastoral staff responsible for the church.
Sometimes laity misunderstand their role within the church. They believe they are
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just an audience who Ustens to the pastor, hi some churches the laity and especially
chairpersons believe they are superiors to the pastor. Being in that kind ofposition, they
think they need to make sure that pastors have enough work to do to earn their pay. Some
chairpersons believe that their job is to organize more jobs for the pastor. If the local
church has reached this kind of limited viewpoint in theirministry, then the only ministry
area that is active is the board meeting, where the lay leaders believe they can once in a
while hear how the pastor gets out of difficulties. This kind of leadership is very poor,
causing the church to move not forward but backward.
Pastors' attitudes and examples in getting laity involved in ministry is very
important. Pastors' relationships to their church members and lay leaders have a
significant role. Building good leadership begins with building good relationships.
Building relationships begins by listening to people's life stories, their sorrows and their
joys. Ifpeople realize that pastors are honestly interested in them as friends and human
beings, they have a starting point for good relationships and good leadership. I do not
believe that pastors can become good friends with everyone, but they can become persons
that the church members can trust. Pastors need to show members that they are also
human by sharing something about their personal lives or family's lives once in a while.
Ifpastors give people the picture that they are just a preaching or counseling robot
without personal human life, good relationships between the pastoral leaders and church
members will never exist.
After having a working relationship with church members and lay leaders, the
time has come for pastors to start sharing their dreams about the ministry and to build up
the leadership. I have sometimes wondered if the person makes the dream or if the dream
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makes the person, perhaps both are equally true. I have heard someone say the following
of dreams:
We grow by dreams. All big individuals are dreamers. They see things in
the soft haze of a spring day, or in the red fire on a long winter's evening.
Some of us let those great dreams die, but others nourish and protect them;
nourish them through bad days until they bring them to the sunshine and
light which comes always to those who sincerely hope that their dreams
will come true. (Galloway 71)
We have been practicing dreaming at Taylorsville United Methodist church. At
first the dream was for a new fellowship hall. Now this dream is coming true, and the
building is ready for dedication. The dream of church growth is living among different
church members and in their hearts. This dream was also put into the hearts of the ten lay
leaders who participated in the ten-week spiritual formation and lay leadership training.
The last and also one of the most important things pastors need to do is to ask lay leaders'
commitment to the ministry. A difference always exists between basic interest and
commitment. When someone is interested in doing something, he/she does it only when
convenient. When someone is committed to something, he/she accepts no excuses.
Pastors do not want to equip people who are merely interested. Pastors equip the ones
who are committed, but pastors do not find these committed people if they do not start
seeking and then training them. Training committed laypeople was the idea of the ten-
week spiritual formation and leadership training within the Taylorsville United Methodist
Church.
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APPENDIX A
Private Morning Prayer
Adoration: Think on the greatness of God-the incredibihty of it that He should hear us at
all. Does not the wonder of it ahnost strike you dumb? Praise be to God that God is the
God, God is!
Thanksgiving: Go over your mercies. They are more than you know. Thank Him for
health, home, love, work, ministry, friends, books, fiin and a night's rest. If you lack
health, or home, or sleep, there are other great mercies to mention. Think on them till you
glow with gratitude.
Decision: You are already dedicated to God with whole-life vows. Nonetheless, follow
the lead of the hymn writer: "That vow renewed shall daily hear." You are not your own.
Nothing you have is your own. You are a "given" man or woman.
Guidance: Ask God for guidance all through the day. Foresee your day with God. In your
imagination, go over every task that you know the day has in store for you and meet it
with Him. Even the things you cannot foresee will be better met because of this
discipline.
Intercession: Pray for others and pray for the ministry of the church. Pray for that part of
the ministry for which you are working. Praying without a method is not serious prayer.
When you get to heaven and realize all that prayer did on this earth, you will be ashamed
that you prayed so poorly. The casual recollection ofpeople in need, or prayers only for
one's loved ones, or prayers too general, common weaknesses as these, can be overcome
by a prayer list kept up to date and daily used.
Petition: Some masters ofprayer have no place for personal petition. For example, church
father Clement ofAlexandria had none. He and many like him were content to leave up
to God to give them what was good. Yet Jesus taught petition, and that is enough. But
keep petition in a minor place. Nothing more reveals the juvenility of our prayers than
praying with persistence and passion only when we want something for ourselves!
Meditation: It is a good thing to conclude a prayer, as well as to begin it, with
meditation-a deep brooding on love, wisdom, beauty, joy, Ught, peace, power, freedom,
and holiness. A song or hymn may be helpfiil here. (Sangster 12)
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APPENDIX B
Private Evening Prayer
Review the day. Run over it backward in the recollected presence ofGod, and you will
ahnost certainly have a double need.
Confession: Things will come to your mind that will not be pleasant to recall. A failure
here, a bit ofposing there; something not strictly truthful; exaggeration; and missed
opportimities for doing good. Deal with each separately. Itemize your sins. Do not bundle
your beastliness or pettiness together in one of those all inclusive phrases, "Forgive me
all my sins" but blush over them in their separateness, claiming forgiveness and greater
wariness in the future. Give time for the Holy Spirit to minister and to speak to your
heart. Make restitution where you can.
Thanksgiving: Every evening will bring its occasion for gratitude to God formoming
prayers answered and for help through the day. Let the day close with a warm, inward
awareness that God has, indeed, been with you "all through the day."
Before sleeping: Conmiit yourself to God again, "Father, into thy hands I commend my
spirit." Be my last thought, how sweet to rest, forever on my Savior's breast. Last
thoughts often color our dreams; and we, like the Christians of the eighteenth century,
have a need to pray, "O God, make my dreams holy." (Sangster 12)
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APPENDIX C
Questionnaire 1
We would like you to use these statements to describe YOUR religious experience as
accurately as possible. That is, we would like you to indicate, on a scale from 1 to 7, how
these statements affect YOUR religious experience. Please respond to each item
according to the scale below.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Never Almost Sometimes, Occasionally Often Ahnost Always
never but all the
infrequently time
1. I experience an awareness ofGod's love.
2. I pray privately in places other than church.
3. I experience feelings of anger or resentment toward God.
4. I ask God to forgive my sins.
5. I am afraid that God is going to punish me in some way.
6. When I have decisions to make in my everyday life, I try to find out what God
wants me to do.
7. I experience the feeling that God is so big and important that he doesn't have time
formy personal problems.
8. I feel very close to God in prayer, during public worship, or at important moments
in my life.
9. I experience awareness ofGod's influence in my daily Hfe.
10. When I pray to God, I feel I'm having a conversation with a close fiiend.
1 1 . My relationship to God is characterized by close fellowship.
12. I find myself doubting that God really exists.
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APPENDIX D
Questionnaire 2
Scales ofReligious Development
Mark one answer for each. Being as honest as possible, and using the scale below, tell
how true you feel the following statements are to you personally.
1 = never true
2 = rarely true
3 = true once in a while
4 = sometimes true
5 = often true
6 = almost always true
7 = always true
Never
True
1 . I am concerned that our country is not
doing enough to help the poor.
2. I know that Jesus Christ is the Son of
God who died on the cross and rose
again.
3. My faith shapes how I think and act each
and every day.
4. I help others with their religious
questions and problems.
5. I tend to be critical of other people.
6. In my free time, I help people who have
problems and needs.
7. My faith helps me know right from
wrong.
8. I do things to help protect the
environment.
9. I devote time to reading and studying the
Bible.
10. I have a hard time accepting myself
1 1 . Every day I see evidence that God is
active in the world.
12. I take excellent care ofmy physical
health.
13. I am active in efforts to promote social
justice.
14. I seek out opportunities to help me grow
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
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5
5
5
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
Always
True
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
spiritually.
15. I take time for periods ofprayer or 1
meditation.
16. I am active in promoting world peace. 1
17. I accept people whose religious beliefs 1
are different than mine.
18. I feel a deep sense of responsibility for 1
reducing pain and suffering in the world.
19. As I grow older, my understanding of 1
God changes.
20. I feel overwhelmed by all the 1
responsibilities and obligations I have.
21. I give significant portions ofmy time and 1
money to help other people.
22. I speak out for equality for women and 1
minorities.
23. I feel God's presence in my relationships 1
with other people.
24. My life is filled with meaning and 1
purpose.
25. I do not understand how a loving God 1
can allow so much pain and suffering in
the world.
26. I beUeve that I must obey God's rules 1
and commandments in order to be saved.
27. I am confident that I can overcome any 1
problem or crisis no matter how serious.
28. I care a great deal about reducing poverty 1
in the United States and throughout the
world.
29. I try to applymy faith to political and 1
social issues.
30. My life is committed to Jesus Christ. 1
3 1 . My life is filled with stress and anxiety. 1
32. I talk to other people about my faith. 1
33. I go out ofmy way to show love to 1
people I meet.
34. I have a real sense that God is guiding 1
me.
35. I do not want the churches of this nation 1
getting involved in political issues.
36. I like to worship and pray with others. 1
37. I think Christians must be about the 1
business of creating international
understanding and harmony.
38. I am spiritually moved by the beauty of 1
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God's creation enough to help the poor.
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APPENDIX E
Questionnaire 3
Salience in Religious Commitment Scale
In the statements below, choose the option that most accurately reflects your thoughts or
feelings by placing a check mark beside it.
1. My religious faith is:
? important formy life, but no more important than certain other aspects ofmy life.
? only ofminor importance for my life, compared to certain other aspects ofmy
hfe.
? of central importance formy life and would, if necessary, come before all other
aspects ofmy hfe.
2. Everyone must make many important life decisions, such as which occupation to
pursue, what goals to strive for, whom to vote for, what to teach one's children, etc.
When you have made, or do make, decisions such as these, to what extent do you make
the decisions on the basis of your religious faith?
? I seldom if ever base such decisions on my religious faith.
? I feel that most ofmy important decisions are based on my religious faith, and I
usually make decisions in a general, unconscious way.
? I sometimes base such decisions on my religious faith but definitely not most of
the time.
? I feel that most ofmy important decisions are based on my religious faith, and I
usually consciously attempt to make them this way.
3. Without my religious faith, the rest ofmy life would not have much meaning to it.
(1) Strongly disagree (2) Disagree (3) Agree (4) Strongly agree
Source: Hill, Peter C, and Ralph W. Hood, Jr. Measures ofReligiosity. Birmingham,
AL: Religious Education, 1999.
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APPENDIX F
Questionnaire 4
Based upon the joumal that you kept during this ten-week study from the beginning to
the end, please reflect upon what the Wesleyan devotional tradition means to you today.
Compare time before to after this study. How has it affected your personal spiritual life?
Themes you have leamed during this spiritual formation/leadership study. How will (if)
your leadership be different after this study? Reflect freely upon your experiences. Please
limit your reflection to one and a half pages.
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APPENDIX G
Reflection Sheet after Three Weeks Study
Reflect upon your experiences; how has this study impacted your personal spiritual life
and your spiritual leadership task in the church? Please limit your reflection to one page.
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APPENDIX H
Daily Scripture Reading Schedule for the Ten-Week Leadership/Spiritual
Formation Study
M = moming
E = evening
Week 1. The Life and Teachings of Jesus
(M) Luke 1 : Preparing for Jesus's arrival
(E) Luke 2: The story of Jesus's birth.
(M) Mark 1: The beginning of Jesus's ministry
(E) Matthew 5: The Sermon on the Mount
(M) Matthew 6: The Sermon on the Mount
(E) Luke 15: Parables of Jesus
(M) John 3: A conversation with Jesus
(E) John 14: Jesus' final instmctions
(M) John 17: Jesus' prayer for his disciples
(E) Matthew 26: Betrayal and arrest
(M) Matthew 27: Jesus' execution on a cross
(E) John 20: Resurrection
(M) Luke 24: Jesus' appearance after resurrection
Week 2, The Life and Teachings of Paul
(M) Acts 9: The conversion of Saul
(E) Acts 16: Paul's Macedonian call and a jailbreak
(M) Acts 17: Scenes from Paul's missionary joumey
(E) Acts 26: Paul tells his life story to king
(M) Acts 27: Shipwreck on the way to Rome
(E) Acts 28: Paul's arrival in Rome
(M) Romans 3: Paul's theology in a nutshell
(E) Romans 7: Stmggle with sin
(M) Romans 8: Life in the Spirit
(E) I Corinthians 15: Thoughts on the afterlife
(M) Galatians 5: Freedom in Christ
(E) Ephesians 3: Paul's summary ofhis mission
(M) Philippians 2: Imitating Christ
Week 3, On Becoming a Christian
(M) Genesis 3: The first sin creates need
(E) Isaiah 52: Salvation prophesied
(M) Isaiah 53: The role of the suffering servant
(E) Luke 15: Three stories about God's love
(M) John 3: Jesus explains "bom again"
(E) John 10: The good shepherd
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(M) Acts 8: Conversations spread outside the Jews
(E) Acts 26: Paul testifies ofhis conversation before a king
(M) Romans 3: God's provision for sin
(E) Romans 5: Peace with God
(M) Galatians 3: Salvation unavailable by obeying the law
(E) Ephesians 2: New hfe in Christ
(M) 1 Peter 1 : Future rewards of salvation
(E) 2 Peter 1 : Making your salvation sure
Week 4. On Pravers of the Bible
(M) Genesis 18: Abraham's plea for Sodom
(E) Exodus 15: Moses' song to the Lord
(M) Exodus 33: Moses meets with God
(E) 2 Samuel 7: David's response to God's promises
(M) 1 Kings 8: Solomon's dedication of the temple
(E) 2 Chronicles 20: Jehoshaphat prays for victory
(M) Ezra 9: Ezra's prayer for the people's sins
(E) Psalm 22: A cry to God for help
(M) Psalm 104: A prayer ofpraise
(E) Daniel 9: Daniel's prayer for the salvation of Jerusalem
(M) Habakkuk 3: A prophet's prayer of acceptance
(E) Matthew 6: The Lord's prayer
(M) John 17: Jesus' prayer for his disciples
(E) Colossians 1 : Paul's prayer of thanksgiving
Week 5. On the Holv Spirit
(M) Judges 14: The Spirit gives Samson strength
(E) 1 Samuel 10: King Saul's experience
(M) Matthew 3:1-4:10: Role in Jesus' baptism and temptation
(E) John 14: Jesus promises the Spirit
(M) John 16: The work of the Spirit
(E) Acts 2: The Spirit comes at Pentecost
(M) Acts 10: The Spirit guides Peter to accept Gentiles
(E) Romans 8: Christians' victory in the Spirit
(M) 1 Corinthians 2: Wisdom from the Spirit
(E) 1 Corinthians 12: Gifts of the Spirit
(M) 1 Corinthians 14: Gifts of tongues and prophecy
(E) Galatians 5: Life in the Spirit
(M) Ephesians 4: Unity and gifts
(E) 1 John 4: Signs of the Spirit
Week 6. On Women of the Bible
(M) Genesis 2: Eve, the first woman
(E) Genesis 18: Sarah laughs at God's promise
(M) Genesis 24: Rebekah's marriage to Isaac
(E) Genesis 27: Rebekah's the manipulative mother
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(M) Judges 4: Deborah's leadership frees her people
(E) Ruth 1 : Ruth and Naomi's deep friendship
(M) 1 Samuel 1: Hannah prays for a son
(E) 1 Kings 17: A poor widow and the prophet Elijah
(M) 1 Kings 21: Jezebel, an emblem ofwickedness
(E) Esther 2: Esther is chosen as queen
(M) Esther 4: Esther's courage at the risk of death
(E) Luke 1 : Mary and Elizabeth receive great news
(M) Luke 2: Mary gives birth to Jesus
(E) Mary and Martha and their brother's death
Week 7. On Men of the Old Testament
(M) Judges 6: God calls Gideon to rescue his people
(E) Judges 7: Gideon conquers his fears, and his enemies
(M) 1 Samuel 3: God calls young Samuel
(E) 1 Kings 3: Solomon is given wisdom
(M) 1 Kings 19: Elijah runs for his life
(E) 2 Kings 5: Elisha heals a powerfiil foreign general
(M) Isaiah 6: God calls the prophet Isaiah
(E) 2 Kings 18: King Hezekiah undermilitary siege
(M) 2 Kings 19: Isaiah speaks God's word to King Hezekiah
(E) 2 Chronicles 34: Josiah sets his nation back on course
(M) Nehemiah 2: Nehemiah courageously begins rebuilding a wall
(E) Jeremiah 38: Jeremiah, in prison, refiises to change his message
(M) Daniel 1 : Daniel risks his life in captivity
(E) Daniel 5: Daniel's word to a royal orgy
Week 8, On Social Justice
(M) Exodus 3: God hears the cries of the slaves
(E) Leviticus 25: The Year of Jubilee, a time of economic revolution
(M) Ruth 2: A poor woman finds help
(E) 1 Kings 21 : Elijah speaks to a land-grabbing, murderous king
(M) Nehemiah 5: Nehemiah demands justice for the poor
(E) Isaiah 58: Worship that God appreciates
(M) Jeremiah 34: Freedom for slaves
(E) Amos 2: Sins against God by his own people
(M) Amos 6: Warning to the complacent
(E) Micah 6: What the Lord requires
(M) Luke 3 : John the Baptist tells how to prepare for Jesus
(E) Matthew 6: Jesus speaks on material things
(M) James 2: How to treat the rich and the poor
(E) Isaiah 5: Warning to the complacent
Week 9. On God and Nature
(M) Genesis 1 : God creates the earth
(E) Genesis 2: God creates human beings
(M) PoverbsS: Wisdom's view of creation
(E) Genesis 7: God preserves the species
(M) Job 38: The greatness of nature
(E) Job 39: The wilderness ofnature
(M) Job 40: God's mastery of nature
(E) Psahn 8: Praise for the Creator
(M) Psalm 98: Nature joins in the praise
(E) Psahn 104: God sustains the earth
(M) Isaiah 40: The ruler of all creation
(E) Romans 8: The "groanings" of our present state
(M) Isaiah 65: Preview of a restored earth
(E) Revelation 22: The end ofhistory
Week 10. The Old Testament
(M) Genesis 1 : The story of creation
(E) Genesis 3: The origin of sin
(M) Genesis 22: Abraham and Isaac
(E) Exodus 20: The gift of the Ten Commandments
(M) 1 Samuel 17: David and Goliath
(E) 2 Samuel 1 1 : David and Bathsheba
(M) 2 Samuel 12: Nathan's rebuke of the king
(E) 1 Kings 18: Elijah and the prophets ofBaal
(M) Job 38: God's answer to Job
(E) Psalm 5 1 : A classic confession
(M) Isaiah 40: Words of comfort fi-om God
(E) Daniel 6: Daniel and the lions
(M) Amos 4: A prophet's stem waming
(E) Exodus 3: Moses' encounter with God
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APPENDIX I
Reflection Sheet after Six Weeks of Study
Reflect upon your experiences. How has this study impacted your personal spiritual life
and your spiritual leadership task within the church? Please limit your reflection to one
page.
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APPENDIX J
Instruction and Material for the Ten-Week Spiritual Formation and Lay
Leadership Study
Congratulations, my dear coworker, for being selected, as lay-leader of
Taylorsville United Methodist Church, to participate in the ten-week study project. Please
find included the following material that you need for the ten-week project.
A) Please find the three pretest questionnaires that you need to complete before the
ten-week study.
-Questionnaire One on spiritual experience
-Questioimaire Two on spiritual development
-Questionnaire Three on spiritual commitment
Please answer these three questionnaires as a pretest, a day or two before the ten-
week study project. Please bring the three completed questionnaires for the first
Wednesday session. I remind you to be open and honest in answering each of
these questions.
B) Please find the Bible study schedule for the ten-week project. Be sure you read
one chapter in the moming and one chapter in the evening by following the
thematic order of the daily and weekly reading assignments.
C) Please find the provided stmctures of the moming and evening prayers.
D) Start writing in your joumal from the beginning of the study. You are to carry the
joumal with you for everyWednesday session. Write your experiences, questions,
prayer requests, praises, opinions along the way, etc., in your joumal. This is to
say, discuss with your joumal along the way.
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E) Please find your reflection sheets for the third and sixth weeks of the study.
Complete these reflection questions at the time and return them to your instructor
at the beginning of the Wednesday session.
F) Please find the four posttest questionnaires that you need to complete afl;er the
ten-week study.
-Questionnaire One on spiritual experience
-Questionnaire Two on spiritual development
-Questionnaire Three on spiritual commitment
-Questionnaire Four on reflecting upon your personal experiences after the
study
G) Please find your preparatory reading material for the study. This material is a
primary model/resource for your personal devotional life and preparation for the
study. It will be necessary to start working on your reading assignment
immediately (Devotional Life in the Weslevan Tradition).
H) Please find the handout entitled, "Developing Potential Leaders."
I) Please find the handout of Laceye Warner's article on "Shaping the Evangelistic
Ministry ofLaity."
J) Please find the order for Wednesday evening 7 o'clock meetings. Come regularly
and come prepared.
The instructor is available for your questions regarding the structure or any other
questions regarding the study, etc. At the beginning of each Wednesday session, the
instructor will give information and answer your questions if needed. May each of you
have a blessed ten-week spiritual joumey!
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APPENDIX K
Developing Potential Leaders Handout
Level 1 : Some Growth
Some people experience growth at a very slow rate and their growth lacks
direction. These people improve almost imperceptibly. They may be competent, but they
will never shine in their jobs.
Level 2: Growth That Makes Them Capable in Their Job
Many people mistakenly believe that simply doing their job well is the final goal
in their development. It's not. Many people without a good developer or a strong desire
for personal growth stop here in the growth process.
Level 3: Growth That Makes Them Able to Reproduce Themselves in Their Job
At this level of growth, people are beginning to add to their value because they
are able to train others in their area of expertise. Some people who are technically strong
but have marginal leadership skills are able to do this. Others with strong leadership skills
can do it despite marginal technical abilities. People who are strong in both areas often
move up to the next level.
Level 4: Growth That Takes Them to a Higher Level Job
The jump from Level 3 to Level 4 is difficult. It requires that people be willing to
dedicate themselves to growing both personally and professionally. As they are able to
broaden their thinking and experience, they become more capable and valuable to their
organization and leaders.
Level 5: Growth That Allows Them to Take Others Higher
It is at this level that great leaders begin to emerge. These people are true
developers ofpeople, and they no longer add value to their leaders and organization-they
multiply it.
Level 6: Growth That Allows Them to Handle Any Job
People who develop to this level are rare. If you have the privilege ofhelping
people to this level, treat them with the greatest love and respect. These people are
leaders who could make it anywhere. And they have skills and abilities that franscend any
particular field or industry. In your lifetime if God blesses you with one or more of these
people, together you will have the ability to make an impact far beyond your own
individual capabilities.
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Take a look at the figure below. As you can see, the pool ofpeople at each level is
represented by a circle. The higher the level, the fewer people at that level. You will also
notice that each successive jump gets more difficult as the levels get higher.
Level 6: Growtti ttiot
allows friem to handle
any lob
Level 5; Growtti that allows them
to take ottiers higtier
Level 4: Giowtti that takes them to a
higher level lob
Level 3: Growth that makes ttiem able to reproduce
themselves in ttieir job
Level 2: Growth ttat makes Ihem capable In their job
F
E
W
E
R
P
E
O
P
L
E
Level 1 ; Some Growth
Pools ofpeople at each level ofgrowth
Source: Maxwell, John C. Developing the Leaders around You: How
Reach Their Full Potential. Nashville: Thomas Nelson, 1995.
to Help Others
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APPENDIX L
Pretest Results of Questionnaire 2
Question Number Mean
Response
1 . I am concerned that our country is not doing enough to help the poor. 4.1
2. I know that Jesus Christ is the Son ofGod who died on the cross and rose
again.
6.7
3. My faith shapes how I think and act each and every day. 5.6
4. I help others with their religious questions and problems. 4.1
5 . I tend to be critical of other people. 4.5
6. In my free time, I help people who have problems and needs. 4.57
7. My faith helps me know right from wrong. 6.4
8. I do things to help protect the environment. 5.0
9. I devote time to reading and studying the Bible. 4.2
10. I have a hard time accepting myself 3.6
1 1 . Every day I see evidence that God is active in the world. 6.2
12. I take excellent care ofmy physical health. 4.6
13. I am active in efforts to promote social justice. 2.7
14. I seek out opportunities to help me grow spiritually. 4.2
15. I take time for periods ofprayer or meditation. 5.1
16. I am active in promoting world peace. 2.0
17. I accept people whose religious beliefs are different than mine. 6.1
18. I feel a deep sense of responsibility for reducing pain and suffering in the
world.
4.5
19. As I grow older, my understanding ofGod changes. 5.9
20. I feel overwhelmed by all the responsibilities and obligations I have. 5.0
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21 . I give significant portions ofmy time and money to help other people. 5.1
22. I speak out for equality for women and minorities. 3.5
23. I feel God's presence in my relationships with other people. 5.3
24. My hfe is filled with meaning and purpose. 5.1
25. I do not understand how a loving God can allow so much pain and
suffering in the world.
4.0
26. I believe that I must obey God's rules and commandments in order to be
saved.
3.2
27. I am confident that I can overcome any problem or crisis no matter how
serious.
4.8
28. I care a great deal about reducing poverty in the United States and
throughout the world.
4.4
29. I try to applymy faith to political and social issues.
30. My life is committed to Jesus Christ.
4.8
5.6
3 1 . My life is filled with stress and anxiety. 5.0
32. I talk to other people about my faith. 4.3
33. I go out ofmy way to show love to people I meet. 4.9
34. I have a real sense that God is guiding me. 4.6
35. I do not want the churches of this nation getting involved in political
issues.
3.8
36. I like to worship and praywith others. 6.0
37. I think Christians must be about the business of creating international
understanding and harmony.
4.9
38. I am spiritually moved by the beauty of God's creation enough to help
the poor.
4.2
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APPENDIX M
Posttest Results ofQuestionnaire 2
Question Number Mean
Response
1 . I am concerned that our coimtry is not doing enough to help the poor. 3.6
2. I know that Jesus Christ is the Son ofGod who died on the cross and
rose again.
6.8
3. My faith shapes how I think and act each and every day. 5.5
4. I help others with their religious questions and problems. 4.3
5. I tend to be critical of other people. 4.0
6. In my free time, I help people who have problems and needs. 4.4
7. My faith helps me know right from wrong. 6.5
8. I do things to help protect the environment. 4.8
9. I devote time to reading and studying the Bible. 5.2
10. I have a hard time accepting myself 3.1
1 1 . Every day I see evidence that God is active in the world. 6.2
12. I take excellent care ofmy physical health. 5.0
13. I am active in efforts to promote social justice. 2.9
14. I seek out opportunities to help me grow spiritually. 4.5
15. I take time for periods ofprayer or meditation. 5.7
16. I am active in promoting world peace. 2.5
17. I accept people whose religious beliefs are different than mine. 6.0
18.1 feel a deep sense of responsibility for reducing pain and suffering in the
world.
4.3
19. As I grow older, my understanding of God changes. 6.1
"20. I feel overwhelmed by all the responsibilities and obligations I have. 4.1
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21 . I give significant portions ofmy time and money to help other people. 5.1
22. I speak out for equality for women and minorities. 3.6
23. I feel God's presence in my relationships with other people. 5.1
24. My life is filled with meaning and purpose. 5.8
25. I do not understand how a loving God can allow so much pain and
suffering in the world.
3.9
26. I believe that I must obey God's rules and commandments in order to be
saved.
2.5
27. I am confident that I can overcome any problem or crisis no matter how
serious.
5.3
28. I care a great deal about reducing poverty in the United States and
throughout the world.
4.7
29. I try to apply my faith to political and social issues. 5.6
30. My life is committed to Jesus Christ. 6.3
3 1 . My life is filled with stress and anxiety. 4.5
32. I talk to other people about my faith. 5.2
33. I go out ofmy way to show love to people I meet. 5.1
34. I have a real sense that God is guiding me. 5.5
35. I do not want the churches of this nation getting involved in political
issues.
4.0
36. I like to worship and praywith others. 6.2
37. I think Christians must be about the business of creating international
understanding and harmony.
4.9
38. I am spiritually moved by the beauty ofGod's creation enough to help
the poor.
4.8
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APPENDIX N
Wednesday Christian Conference Time
The order for the Wednesday one hour formative session was as follows:
1. Opening, prayer, and instructor's information 5 min.
2. Singing, testimonies, intercessory prayer 10 min.
3. Christian conferencing time based on the Scripture
readings, joumals, questions, and experiences 30 min.
4. Holy Communion 10 min.
5. Closing prayer and Thanksgiving 3 min.
6. Benediction 2 min.
Total time 60 min.
Source: Galloway, Dale, with Kathi Mills. The Small Group Book: The Practical Guide
for Nurturing Christians and Building Churches. Grand Rapids: Fleming H.
Revell, 2000.
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